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A STUDY OP THE RESULTS OF CEOSSING
VAEIETIES OF APPLES.
The origin of our cultivated apple is
-anknown. It is
stipposed to have had its "beginning in the wild crah which, is
still found in abundance in both the Eastern and Western Hemi-
spheres. The necessity of obtaining a food supply for the in-
creasing population caused many fruits to be introduced into
cultivation. Progress in in5>rovement was largely by accident.
Some of our most prized fruits as the apple, grape and plum,
have been cultiva.ted since earliest times but it is only during
the last centiory that breeding of apples has been seriously
undertaken. Through the efforts of Van Hons (38) of Belgium
and Knight (20) of England considers,ble progress was made. By
constant selection of the best seedlings Van Mons (S8) gave to
the world a large number of new and excellent varieties of pears.
Knight (20) was the first to show the value of hybridization in
plant improvement, however the significance of his work was not
fully appreciated as it was a nmber of years before his methods
were used in the improvement of fruits. The contributions of
these two men have been of inestimable value.
With the establishment of Experiment Stations in the
United States some apple breeding work was begm. These early
efforts however were often des\iltory and lacked good foresight,
as very little attention was paid to the parents. Attention
was directed toward the origin of varieties of apples which
would prove hardy in various sections of the United States.
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The ultimate object was to give to mankind tetter fruits, regard-
less of the scientific principles involved.
Most of the commercial varieties of apples of today
are chance seedlings. From over 700, listed in the "Apples of
New York" (S), only a very small percentage are of known seed
parentage.
Of late years, fruit breeding projects have heen out-
lined hy the various Experiment Stations, with two definite
ohjectives in view, (l) the origination of new varieties hy
crossing, and (2) a study of the inheritance of genetic characters.
The significance of this work, now underway, is not realized hy
the puhlic in general. Already several Experiment Stations have
introduced a number of varieties, some of which will undoubtedly
become the standard varieties of the futiire.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
In 1909 an apple breeding project was initiated at
the University of Idaho. From the crossgs made, 12183 seedlings
of known parentage have been secured. The original object of
this experiment was the ia^jrovement of existing varieties of
apples by breeding. From these seedling trees the ultimate aim
is to secure (l) apples that are superior in flavor and quality
to those now in existance, (2) varieties that are more resistant
to disease, (3) trees that bloom later in the spring, and (4)
trees that are annual instead of biennial bearers.
For this improvement the Ben Davis variety was selected
as a basis, using it as male and female. This was done because
(l) the Ben Davis develops a good type of tree, (2) the fruit is
am excellent keeper, (3) the tree is not very susceptible to
blight, and (4) it is an annual bearer.
Later, however, in order to study the transmission of
the various characters of the parent varieties to the hybrids
the scope of the work was broadened. Other varieties such as
Jonathan, Esopus, Wagener, Home, Arkansas Black, Yellow Newtown,
Grimes, Mcintosh, Gravenstein, Delicious and Winesap were used
in cross-pollination. These varieties were selected because
from their phenotypic make up, they seemed best suited for the
study. In the presentation of this data, the object has been to
show the inheritance of the genetic characters in the apple
based upon:
1 - A study of the various characters of the parent varieties
both as to tree and fruit and the manner of transmission
to the seedlings.
A - Tree charactera
1 - A study of shape in the seedling trees.
2 - Age of tree at first fruiting.
B - Fruit cStaracters.
1 - In a study of the fruit itself there are many
characters which differentiate the varieties.
The following which are important and most
marked have been studied:
a - Form of fruit.
b - Skin textTire.
c - Color of fruit.
d - Color of flesh,
e - Flesh texture,
f - Size of fruit,
g - Flavor of fruit.
2 - A study of correlations.
The purpose of these investigations is (l) to discover
laws of heredity and, (2) the origination of hardy varieties of
apples adapted to the needs of the higher elevations of the
Northwest.
Only the most distinctive characteristics of tree and
fruit are reported at this time. Later, additional reports will
he issued containing a more detailed study of leaf characters,
seed production, disease resistance, keeping qualities, etc.
It must be home in mind, however, that one is dealing
with varieties of unknown genetic constitution and any attempt to
interpret these results according to a definite mendelian formula
is difficult, since mixed inheritance for many of the above
characters appear in the seedlings. The seedlings show a wide
range of variations, which suggests that most of the important
characters of apples depend upon the presence of several distinct
factors. In most cases it has been impossible to separate the
unit characters. As far as practicable, it will be the purpose
to show how the characters are inherited and from the data pre-
sented formulate a basis as to the breeding possibilities of
the parents used.
It is hoped that these data and observations will
assist investigators in this field of research and contribute
to our knowledge .of genetics.
LITEHATUEE
In reviewing the literatiare on this subject it is
found that very little careful breeding work has bebn done. This
poor showing, according to Hedrick and Wellington (1?) is due to
several causes: "Breeding tree fruits of any kind is time-
consuming and space-demanding; the pecuniary rew^ds of individuals
are inconsiderahle or altogether wanting; institutions organized
to do plant hreeding have felt obliged to work in other fields
where results could be more quickly secured and would mean more
when obtained; and lastly plant breeding, especially of tree
fruits, has until recently seemed largely a matter of guess work
and chance - a process most of whose fundamental laws were unknown".
However, the rediscovery in 1900 ofMendel" s law, establish-
ing some elementary formulae of heredity has given impetus to this
work. In recent years considerable attention has been given to
the breeding of tree fruits.
Darrow (10) has given us an excellent review of the
progress in fruit breeding of the various Experiment Stations and
of the United States Department of Agriculture.
The G-eneva Experiment Station has contributed much to
our knowledge of the inheritance of certain characters in apples.
Hedrick and Wellington (18) report on 148 crosses and give data
supporting the statement that "the behavior of the crosses in
this experiment gives some indications of how certain characters
are transmitted when found in the varieties involved and forms
a tasis therefore, for breeding work with these varieties".
Wellington (39) gives the resTolts of over 1800 crosses, involving
a large n-umher of parents and complete data on tree and fruit
followed by a discussion of the inheritance of these chsiracters.
A more recent contribution from a genetic standpoint
has been made by Lantz (2l) in which he shows the inheritance
of certain characters, in a study of 273 Jonathan seedlings pro-
duced by 11 crosses.
Crandall (8) has endeavored to analyze the behavior
of certain native crabs when crossed together.
Macoun (23) discusses the subject of apple breeding in
Canada and gives a comprehensive review of the progress made in
recent years. The same author (24) in another paper reports on
certain characters of 1221 seedlings. The male parent of these
seedlings is not known with certainty. He reports a strong
resemblance of some of the seedlings to the female parent.
Dr. William Saunders (32) , former director of the
Dominion of Experimental Farms at Ottawa, has made notable con-
tributions by combining the hardy characters of Russian apples.
Beach (4) and Hansen (17) have done much to further
the breeding of hardy varieties in the pnairie states of the
middle west. Their work in fruit breeding has been mainly
along two lines; (l) by selection from large numbers of seedlings
from selected plants, (2) by crossing or hybridizing with cultivated
varieties, the aim being to combine the hardiness of the wild
plants with the size and quality of fruit of the tame.
Aucther (l) recently presented a progress report on
Apple Breeding in Maryland. He discusses the hereditary trans-
mission of characters in apples.
A nmher of excellent articles on Apple Breeding have
also appeared in various issues of the Proceedings of the American
Society for Horticultural Science during the last few years.
Many notable contrihutions have also been made by
enthusiastic practical breeders, such as Luther Burbank (6),
Charles Patten (29), Peter Gideon (15), and others.
Von Mons (38) of Belgitim began a systematic breeding
of tree fruits the later part of the 18th century. His experiments
were very extensive and in 38 years he had 80,000 seedling trees
growing in his nursery. He has contributed to mankind many
varieties of pears.
Knight (20) of England was the first to show the value
of hybridization in the origination of varieties. He soon observed
that some new varieties inherited the character of the male and
others the female parent in the greatest degree.
METHODS USED IN SECURING SEEDLINGS
The method followed at the Idaho Experiment Station
was similar to that used by plant breeders in general. Briefly,
the plan was to cross-pollinate a large n-umber of blossoms each
year. Blossoms were emasciolated when nearly ready to open. See
Plate 1. The blossoms were either pollinated immediately, then
protected with a paper bag to prevent foreign pollination, or
covered with a sack and left three or four days until the stigmas
Plate 1 - Blossoms at left too small for emasculation;
the others in the proper condition.
became receptive; then the pollen was applied. See Plate 2.
Each twig was carefully labeled. After all danger from foreign
pollination was past the paper bags were removed. Later in the
STarnmer the cross-pollinated fruits were again closed in cheese
cloth bags which protected them until the apples were harvested
in the fall. When the apples were fully matured, they were
gathered, placed in cheese cloth bags with the labels and stored
for ftirther study.
In all apple crossing the work must be done before the
blossoms open. Therefore in order to make a large number of
cross-pollinations it is necessary to have on hand an ample supply
of pollen. The following method has proved very satisfactory in
the breeding work at the University of Idaho. A number of twigs
bearing buds were gathered from different varieties and taken
to the greenhouse to hasten the ripening of the pollen. Each
variety was placed in a glass jar, properly labeled and covered
with a cloth cage. See Plate 3. As the pollen ripened it was
collected with a camel hair brush ajid placed in a small vial.
The vial was then properly labeled, corked securely and stored
until needed in the orchard. The camel's hair bnish was used
in applying the pollen to the pistils. Every precaution was
taken to prevent the mixing of pollen, and a different brush
was used for each kind of pollen.
The general method of gathering the seed and handling
the seedlings was as follows; Late in the fall the seeds from
each cross were removed from the fruit, given a serial number
and tied in muslin bags. These bags were put in 2-inch pots.
Plate 2 - Bagging the blossoms in the orchard.
Plate 3 - Ripening pollen in the greenhouse.
placed in flats and 'buried where they were exposed to freezing
weather. As a precaution against destruction hy mice, the flats
were covered with wire screen. Late in February the seeds were
bro-ught to the greenliouse, sown in flats and germinated at a low
temperature. By planting the seed in a soil composed of half
sand and half loam and watering judiciously, very little danping-
off fungus appeared. Under such conditions germination usually
took place in eight to twenty days. The above method was much
more satisfacbory than planting the seed immediately after remov-
ing from the apples. By subjecting the seeds to freezing condi-
tions approximately 95 per cent of them germinated.
By the middle of May the seedlings were from ten to
twelve inches in height. See Plate 4. They were then hardened off,
and transplanted to the nursery in rows three feet apart and the
trees six inches apart in the row. The second season the seedlings
were transplanted to their permanent places in the orchard, six
feet apart each way. In order to identify the various crosses
an embossed al-uminum label bearing a serial n^^Bbe^ was attached
to each tree. As far as orchard management was concerned the
trees have had the same general care as given commercial orchards
in the non-irrigated sections of the State.
SUMMARY OF CROSSES
Table 1 gives the results of the cross-pollinations
made during 1910-1915 inclusive. The table shows the different
varieties used and the number of seedlings secured from each
cross. The total nxmiber of seedling trees resvilting from all
Plate 4 - Growing seedlings in flats.
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!f!ABLE 1
Showing S-ummary of drosses.
Cross N-umber of Seedlings Total
Female - Male 1910 1 1911 1 1912 1 1913 1 1914 1 1915
Ben Davis X JonathaJi 64 1 301 ! 508 1 314 — 1187
Jonathan X Ben Davis 14 1 914 1 1042 1 603
I -T—
1 1
i
2573
Ben Davis X Esopus 55 1 62 ; 107 1
i
224
Esopus X Ben Davis 1 121 1 153 1
i
274
Ben Davis X Wegener S 1 6 1 181
j
53
i i
MM 266
Wagener X Ben Davis 4 1 232 1 551 1 1 MM 787
Ben Davis X Rome 1 —
—
t
—
—
1 147 1 MM* 147
Rome X Ben Davis - ,
1
2 1 — 1 241 1 MM 243
Ben Davis X Yellow
Newtown 1 ' ' 1 " 1 ' ~
1 j
i
^"^
i
57
Ben Davis X Ben Davis 2
i
2
Jonathan X Wegener 1 175 1 500 1066
Wegener X Jonathan — ' — 1 485 1 485
Jonathan X Esopus 1 57
i ! i
599
Esopus X Jonathan
1
66 1 80 1 146
Jonathan X Arkansas
Black i 147
1
MM 147
Arkansas Black X
JTonathan
i ^ i
1
i
5
Jonathan X Yellow
Newtown
i i
397
\
465
Yellow Newtown X
Jonatham 176 176
Jonathan X Rome 1 43
1
151 193
Jonathan X Jonathan 1
I
1 2
1910
I 1911 I 1912 1 1913 ! 1914 I 1915 1 Total
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Table 1 Coatinued
._ _
I
-(-
,
, , ^.
Esopus X Rome —
i
— [ — [ — | 28 1 | 28
Rome X Esopus — j — [ — | — | 337 j \ 337
Esopus X Yellow Newtown — 1 — — ' — [ 66 I — I 66
I
1
—
1 1 1 1-
Yellow Newtown X Esopus — I — 1 — 1 — 81—' 8
Esopus X Grimes — | — I — | — | — | 19 ' 19
I
1 1 1 1 +
Esopus X Wagener — 1 — I — i — 1 238 I — I 238
Wagener X Esopus
.
—
i — i — \ — | 41 ' — I 41
1 1 1 1 1 +
Esopus X Esopus — I — I — I — I — I 3 1 3
Wagener X Grimes — ! — i — i — 1 — i 127 1 127
Grimes X Wagener — 1 — 1 — 1 — 1 — . 17 1 1?
1 1 1 r 1 +
Wagener X Mcintosh — 1 — I ~ I — I — I 27 I 27
Mcintosh X Wagener — i — 1 — 1 — 1 — 1 24 1 24
1 , , 1 f
Wagener X Rome — I — ' — 1 — 1 818 1 — I 818
1 1 1 1 1 y
Rome X Wagener — ! — I — I — 1 326 1 — ' 326
1 , , 1 ^
Wagener X Wagener — I — I — I — I — 1 7 1 7
, 1 1 1 i
Rome X Newtown ~ ! ~ I ~ 1 ~ i 631 I 91 I 722
1 1 1 »• 1
Yellow Newtown X Rome ~ I ~ 1 ~ I ~ I —
j
121 I 121
1 , , ^ 1 V
Rome X Rome — I — 1 — 1 — I — I 4 I 4
i
1 1 r 1 +
Yellow Newtown X Wagener - i — 1 — 1 — 1 61 — 1 6
1 1 1 1 < ^
Yellow Newtown X I 1 ! 1 1
]
Yellow Newtown — I — 1 — 1 — 1 — 1 26 1 20
1 1
1 1 ' *
Grimes X Mcintosh — I — i — 1 —
j
—
]
8 j 8
Mcintosh X Grimes — 1 — 1 — 1 — • — | 37 1 37
Mcintosh X Mcintosh — 1 — 1 — 1 —
j
—
j
28 1 28
i. i
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Tatile 1 Continued.
1910
j
1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 Total
b-ravenstem X Jonathan — 20 20
Gravenstein X Wagener —
[
— 21 21
dravenstein X Yellow
Uewtown —
j
—
-
— — — 22 22
Gravenstein X Gravenstein
f-
— 3 3
Delicious X Jonathan 2
]
— 2
Winesap X Ben Davis 1
[ 1
Winesap X Winesap —
;
— 23 23
9 9
Maiden Blush X
j
Mexxuen j^j.usii —— ' —
—
4 4
Winter Banana X
|
Winter Banana — { -— 2 2
TOTALS 146
} 1696 3008 1470 4502 1361 12^183
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these crosses was 12,183, Some of the trees originally set
have died from various causes, but approximately 10,000 are
now growing on the Station grounds, and are coming into bearing
in increasing numbers.
Table 2 shows the nmber of blossoms emasculated and
the niimber of trees produced. It can be seen from this table
that very few seedlings were secured from the crosses made in
1910, This can be explained by the fact that the seed was
planted in the greenhouse immediately after removal from the
apples. Good germination was secured each year thereafter by
following the method outlined in this report.
TABLE 2
Showing the Humber of Blossoms Emasculated amd H-umber
of Seedlings Obtained.
Year 1 Number Blossoms Crossed Number Seedlings
1910 1 1175 146
1911 1 3000 1696
1912 I 1702 3008
191S 1 2823 1470
1914 1 2527 4502
1915
1
2200 1361
DISCUSSION OF HESULTS
In Table 3 is given the nximber of trees fruiting in
1927 which have furnished the material for the discussion of
fruit characters in this report. From these 3584 seedlings,
10a
TABLE 3
Seedlings Fmiting in 1927.
Cross No. Trees Fruiting
426
Jonathan X Ben Davis T T T T1111
±ien Davis a Jisopus 32
jiisopus A Joen uavis
isen uavis a nagener
Wagener X Ben Davis 373
jsen Davis a jioiiie
Rome X Ben Davis 100
Jonathan X Wagener
Wagener X Jonathan
Jonathan X Esopus
Esopu.s X Jonathan •1o
Jonathan X Yellow Newtown 39
Yellow Newtown X Jonathan 4
Wagener X Rome 329
Rome X Wagener 113
Rome X Yellow Newtown 150
Yellow Newtown X Rome 5
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data have been taTDulated which are disc-assed in the following
pages. The data on tree characters came from the crosses made
in 1910 and 1911. The parents listed in Tahle 3 have heen used
since it was felt that siifficient seedlings have fruited to
warrant definite conclusions concerning the inheritance of • the
various characters studied. The other crosses as shown in Table
1 have not fruited in large enough numbers to justify definite
conclusions, therefore they will be reserved for future reports.
A study of the progeny will be taken up under two heads:
1 - A careful study of the various characters of the parent
varieties, both as to tree and fruit, and the manner of
transmission to the seedling trees.
2 - A study of correlations.
In considering the seedlings as a whole, one thing is
very evident; characters from the parents appear in an endless
variety of combinations. This is what might be' expected when
considering the results investigators have obtained in crossing
various types of plants. Furthermore, one is concerned with a
plant which has been propagated almost wholly by vegetative means,
no effort having been made by breeding or selection to fix any
particular type.
Briefly, experiments in crossing indicate that when
two plants are crossed which differ in a certain character, as
in color of flower, the resulting seedlings may be expected to
take one of three forms in respect to this character,
1 - They may be like the female parent.
2 - They may be like the male parent.
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S - They may not be wholly like either parent, hut may
show more or less of a hlend of the two parents, the
resulting color being either intermediate between those
of the parents, or else inclining more toward that of one
or the other of the parents. Occasionally a cross may
res-ult in an Fl generation totally unlike either parent
in the character under consideration.
Since the varieties crossed differ from each other in several
characters a wide range of combinations would naturally be expected.
Wherever possible an attempt has been made to determine the
Mendelian behavior of these characters. Owing to the fact that
most of these apple varieties are only the generation which
are heterozygous for many characters, it is difficult to determine
the behavior of the character from the Fj^ generation alone. This
weakness has been recognized by other investigators. Auchter (l)
in discussing Apple Breeding in Maryland says, "It is hardly
necessary to draw attention to the fact that most of our present
apple varieties are hybrids or in reality Fj^ generation. Thus
when these are crossed, the restilting seedlings will break \q> in
a similar manner to an Fg generation for the character studied".
Beach (4) consnenting on this fact states, "It should be remembered
that the apple breeding material with which this work has had to
be started does not represent line breeding. It is of mongrel
parentage, representing the free intercrossing by winds and insects
through all its ancestral lines. Out of something more than 700
varieties which I listed in the "Apples of New York" only a very
small percentage are of known seed parentage, and with but very
- 13 -
few are "both parents known". Hedrick and Wellington (18) also
recognized this when they stated, "We have to deal, it is to be
regretted, in this experiment with only the Jj^ generation".
With what material there is available an endeavor will
he made to show what characters are transmitted to the offspring.
DESCRIPTION Of TEBMS
Several terms are used in the presentation of these
data which, are more or less in general usage by all investigators
in heredity. Babcock and Clausen (2) define them as follows:
Allelomorphs - Factors occurring in the same locus in
homologous chromosomes, and for this reason producing "contrasting"
or "alternative" characters.
Determiner - Implies a rigid relation between an hereditary
unit and its end product, the character.
Dominant - Applied to one member of an allelomorphic pair,
having the quality of manifesting itself wholly or partly to the
exclusion of the other member.
Factor - An independently inheritable element of the genotype
by the presence of which some particular character in the organism
is made possible; gene.
Heterozygous - That condition of an individual in which any
given genetic factor has been derived from only one of the two
generating gametes. Both eggs and sperms produced by such an
individual are typically of two kinds, half of them containing the
factor in question, the rest lacking this factor; consequently the
offspring of heterozygous individuals usually consist of a mixture
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of individ-uals some of which possess the corresponding character
while others lack it.
Homozygous
- That condition of an individual in which any
tBllG tic
;;factor is doiibly present, due usually to the fact that the
two gametes which give rise to this indiwidual were alike with
respect to the factor in question. Such an individual having
been formed by the union of like gametes, in turn generally
produces gametes of only one kind with respect to a given
character, thus giving rise to offspring which are, in this
regard like the parents; in other words, homozygous individuals
ustiaJly breed true.
Hybrid - The offspring of plants of different genotypes or
varieties. The terms "offspring", "progeny", are used in the
same sense.
Phenotype - The sum of the externally obvious characters
of an individual.
Prepotent - Able to impress individual characteristics upon
offspring to a marked degree.
Recessive - The opposite of dominant.
Reciprocal Hybrids - Hybrids the sexes of whose respective
parents are reversed.
Unit Characters - Those characters which behave as units
in heredity.
STUDY OF THE SEEDLIUGS
The discussion of the Pj_ seedlings will be given under
two headings.
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1 - The character of the tree.
2 - The characters of the frtdt itself.
THEE CHiSLRACTERS
Shape of the Tree. The most obvious character of a tree is •
shape. Its hahit of growth often affords a good index to the
distinctive character of a variety. According to Shaw (S3) the
form of the head may "be flat, roomd, oval, upright, spreading
or drooping and the shoots of young trees may he •i5>right, diverg-
ing, spreading, drooping, ascending, or irregular. It is hard to
draw definite lines as to tree shape, for trees are more or less
variable in this character, even within the same variety. However,
there are three fairly well defined shapes classified according
to the direction normally taken by the main branches.
1 - Upright - in which the limbs assiane a marked vertical
aspect, i.e. .tend to grow more or less xgjright, as in the
Wagener.
2 - Drooping - in which the limbs tend to grow more or less
horizontal or drooping as in the Jonathan.
3 - Spreading - in which the limbs tend to grow more or less
obliquely. This is intermediate between the other two
types, as for example the Ben Davis and Esopus.
The parents used in these studies were Wagener, Ben Davis,
Jonathan, and Esopus. The Wagener assimes an upright growth, is
more or less dwarfish to medi-um in size, and the branches are short,
stout, and filled with spurs. The Ben Davis is a rank growing
tree, with rather long, moderately stout branches and eventually
- 16 -
assumes a spreading shape. The Jonathan takes a more spreading-
drooping form and produces a large nmber of straight slender
branches. The Esopus may be classified as a spreading tree with
rather long slender branches.
In Tables 4-5-6 are included all the trees planted in
1913 and 1914 of the three crosses, (l) Ben Davis X Wagener,
(2) Ben Davis X Jonathan, and (3) Ben Davis X Esopus. Table 4
shows the inheritance of shape of tree in the Ben Davis X Wagener
crosses. Out of 238 trees studied 200 show the typical Wagener
"upright shs^e", 32 are intermediate but inclining strongly towsird
the Wagener shape, and only 6 have the spreading shape of the
Ben Davis. It is plainly evident from these studies that the
"upright shape" of the Wagener is distinctly dominant over the
"spreading" shape of Ben Davis. Since the influence of Ben Davis
shape was shorn in some of the offspring, it indicates the
presence of more than one factor governing tree shape, with at
least one in an heterozygous state.
These results are in harmony with the findings of
Wellington (39). While not working with the same varieties his
results show that the upright tree shape tends to be dominant over
the spreading shape. In his Winter Banana X Delicious crosses
he has classified the progeny as 2 -upright, 13 upright-spreading
like Delicious and 4 spreading like Winter Banana. The Yellow
Newtown X northern Spy gave 17 upright, 43 upright-spreading and
4 spreading. The Yellow Newtown is spreading in habit of growth
and Northern Spy upright in growth. Lawver X Mcintosh gave similar
results, 6 of the seedlings being upright, 39 upright-spreading
- 17 -
like Mcintosh and 8 spreading like Lawver.
In Table 5 are shown the Ben Davis X Jonathsin series.
Here are two distinct types in the parents, one the Jonathan
malcing a spreading-drooping growth and the Ben Davis a more
spreading growth. The spreading-drooping shape of the Jonathan
tends to be dominant over the spreading shape of the Ben Da#iB.
The classification of the seedlings is as follows: 48 resembld
Ben Davis, 176 resemble Jonathan, 46 are intermediate, 61 -cqjright
and 4 crablike.
Hedrick and Wellington (18) found from a study of 11
Ben Davis X Jonathan seedlings that 5 were upright-spreading like
Jonathan, 3 spreading like Ben Davis, 2 drooping and 1 v^iright.
This checks very closely with the data presented above.
With the Ben Davis X Esopua crosses 194 resemble Ben
Davis in shape, and 40 Esopus. See Table 6. Tree shape of the
parents are similar, both being spreading, although the branching
is different, being more profuse in Ben Davis. Discussing tree
shape of Ben Davis X Isopus, Hedrick and Wellington (18) describe
the seedlings as follows: 13 upright-spreading, 7 upright, 5 spread-
ing- drooping and 1 spreading. In this combination, in habit of
growth the trees resembled their parents. One very noticable
thing in this cross, where two spreading types were combined, was
the appearance in the progeny of upright trees. This would indicate
that these varieties carry factors for upright growth. There were
also a few of the trees listed as "crab-like". These were
irregular trees of rather weak, usually slender, more or less
gnarled growth with a tendency to produce thorns.
18 -
Conclusions drawn from the behavior of these crosses
are as follows;
1 - IJpright shape tends to he dominant over spreading shape.
2 - Spreading-drooping shape tends to be dominant over
spreading shape.
In general it can he seen that the factor or factors which carry
upright shape are dominant over the factor or factors carrying
other shapes.
Age of Bearing
. Another character that shooild properly be con-
sidered under the heading of tree character is the age at which
the trees come into bearing. The different liarents studied vary
widely in this respect. In Idaho, Wagener is an early variety
often coming into bearing at 3 or 4 years of age. Ben Davis will
bear lightly in 4 or 5 years. Jonathan from 4 to 7 years and
Esopus from 7 to 9 years. The age of bearing of the Ben Davis X
Wagener, Ben Davis X Jonathan and Ben Davis X Esopus seedlings
seems to indicate that the age at which varieties come into bear-
ing is a character which is transmitted. Just what the genetic
constitution of the parents is, in regard to this character, is
difficult to determine. The data on age of bearing are shown in
Table 7, and the accompanying graph, Figure I. The material has
been treated statistically, the age of bearing being used as the
abscissa and the number of trees coming into bearing at each
age as the ordinate.
BM DAVIS X WAGEffiR AND EECIPROCAL CROSSES
A study of the Ben Davis X Wagener crosses shows that
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the seedlings coimnenced to fruit in the following order; 12 at
3 years of age, 52 at 4 years, 49 at 5 years, 32 at 6 years, 25
at 7 years, 19 at 8 years, 1 at 9 years, 5 at 11 years and 2
at 12 years. Judging from the performance of this cross early
hearing is evidently an inherited character. The crosses in which
Wagener occur as a parent show a lower mean age of fruiting than
the other parents. Wagener and Ben Davis seem to possess a factor
or factors for exterme earliness in bearing. Since the mean age
of bearing was above that of both parents, it would indicate
that both parents also cairry determiners for lateness in bearing.
These observations are in accordance with the findings
of Macoun (23) and Wellington (39). Macoun (23), commenting on
earliness in seedlings, states; "The first tree to fruit from seed
was a Wealthy seedling now called Crusoe, which frniited in 1903,
two years after planting and five years from seed, and it may be
stated that the great majority of the Wealthy seedlings were early
bearers like the female parent". Wellington (39) in studying the
age of bearing of progeny of Yellow Transparent X Mcintosh, records
1 fruiting at 4, 11 at 5, 58 at 6, 16 at 7, 35 at 8, 30 at 9,
4 at 10, 7 at 11, and 4 at 12. Under New York conditions the
Yellow Transparent fruits at 4 years and the Mcintosh at 7. He
concludes by stating that Yellow Transparent had undoubtedly had
an influence in causing many of the seedlings to commence bearing
before the Mcintosh.
BEN DAVIS X- JONATHAN AND EECIPROCAL CROSSES
The Ben Davis X Jonathan crosses as shown in Table 7
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show e slightly later mean e^e of fruit bearing than the Ben Davis
X Wagener crosses. The seedlings fruited as follows: 6 at 3,
64 at 4, 108 at 5, 65 at 6, 44 at 7, 38 at 8, 5 at 9, 5 at 11,
8 at 12, and 3 at 13. No douht the Jonathan factors for age of
hearing are different from those of Wagener. The mean age oif bearing
for this cross was 5.91 * .06 years, approximating more closely
the later parent. Apparently both parents carry factors for early
and late hearing.
BEN DAVIS X ESOPUS AND RECIPROCAL CROSSES
From the table it can be seen that the Ben Davis X
Esopus crosses show a considerably higher mean than either of the
other combinations. No doubt the factors for age of bearing in
Esopus are such as to tend to cause lateness of bearing in the
seedlings. The distribution of the seedlings was as follows:
5 bearing at 3 years of age, 26 at 4, 58 at 5, 38 at 6, 41 at 7,
51 at a, 15 at 9, 1 at 10, 10 at 11, 19 at 12 and 4 at 13.
Unquestionably Esopus carries determiners for lateness in bearing.
Wellington (39) has also found in Jonathan X Esopus crosses that
lateness was more prevalent than earliness.
From a study of the data presented a conclusion seems
warranted that the age at which these varieties of apples come
into bearing is a character that is transmitted to the F-^ offspring.
There is not sufficient evidence to show that the factors responsible
for the transmission of earliness are dominant over the factors
transmitting lateness.
Plate 5 - Showing range in size and shape of parents; vp^er row left
to right, Rome, Yellow Newtown, Ben Davis; lower row left to right
Jonathan, Wagener, Esopus.
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fEUIT CHAEACmS
There are many characters which seem to differentiate
varieties in a study of the frait itself. The characters studied
which furnish the basis for this report are: 1, Form; 2, Color;
3, Size; 4, Skin Texture; 5, Flesh Texture; 6, Color of Flesh;
'
and 7, Flavor.
Hedrick and Wellington (18) in discussing "prepotency"
suggest that such varieties as Famuese, Oldenburg, Blue Pearmain,
and Ben Davis have impressed some of their characters on their
offspring. Possibly "prepotency" does exist but there are undoubt-
edly marked variations in potency. In a study of several thousand
seedlings it is evident that characters of certain varieties tend
to reappear in some form in the offspring. For example, in a study
of Ben Davis seedlings it is quite easy to tell that Ben Davis had
been used as one of the parents. This seems to be due, not to any
particular "prepotency" but partly at least to the fact, as Hedrick
and Welliiigton (18) suggest, that the characters of Ben Davis are
rather out of the ordinary or are somewhat striking, making their
detection easy when more or less blended with other characters. The
color pattern is quite pronounced in the progeny in which Ben Davis
occurs as one of the parents. It is this pattern character, coiroled
more often than not with an approximation of the Ben Davis shape,
which makes the detection of Ben Davis parentage rather easy.
Form of Fruit ; While the form of apples is more or less variable
when grown under different climatic conditions, this character is
fairly well fixed when confined to any one given locality. See Plate
5. Beach (3) gives the following notes on the forms of the parent
- 22 -
varieties involved in these crosses.
Ben Davis - roundish, varying from somewhat conic to somewhat
oblong, broad, rounded at base.
Jonathan - roundish conic to roundish ovate, often somewhat
truncate, regular.
Esopus - rather broad and flat at base, varying from oblong round-
mg toward the ^wMJi ety to roundish ovate, or to roundish
inclined to conic, somewhat irregular and obscurely ribbed.
Wegener - oblate to roundish oblate, broadly ribbed.
Some - roundish to roundish conic or slightly obling, regular or
faintly ribbed.
Yellow Newtown - roundish oblate and more or less angular.
These descriptions conform very closely to the shapes taken by
these varieties when grown in fehe Pacific Northwest.
Notations were made as to the prevailing shape of the
fruits of each seedling. While no measurements were taken, the
observations were such as a pomologist would make in his description.
The crosses tend to produce fruit after one of the following general
types: The fruit may be like that of the female parent or like that
of the male parent, or in many cases it shows a blend of the charac-
ters of the two parents, being intermediate between the two, or more
closely resembling one or the other. A few apples appear which
seem to be entirely different from either parent.
BEN DAVIS X JONATHAN
The Ben Davis ordinarily assumes a conic to oblong conic
shape and the Jonathan a roundish conic to ovate or obovate shape.
- 23 -
In studying these two -^varieties there are on the sva'face, at
least, two sets of characters involved. One set has to do with
the length of the apple, relative to the width. The Jonathan
is medim in length while Ben Davis tends to he longer. Another
might be designated as vertical contour. The Jonathan tends to
he rounded at the hasin end, while the Ben Davis is more or less
conic with a tendency to oblong. This oblong character tends to
reappear in the progeny as a very long, to short distinctly oblong
apple. In Table 8 is shown the inheritance of form of fruit in
the Ben Davis X Jonathsja crosses. In this classification 634 of the
seedlings resemble the Ben Davis in form and 567 the Jonathan, 133
of the progeny show a blending of these two shapes and 119 do not
resemble either parent. In general, the shape of the fruits was
quite similar to that of the parents. See Plate 6.
Hedrick and Wellington (18) in discussing shape in Ben
Davis X Jonathan state that this combination gave 9 individvials
with marked Jonathan characteristics and 2 with distinct Ben
Davis characteristics. These authors conclude by stating that
Jonathan proved to be the more prepotent parent in the transmission
of shape. Their observations do not agree with the results herein
reported for these studies show that the general shape of the
Ben Davis tends to be more or less of a dominant character.
In the gro-up resembling neither parent were a n-umber of
seedlings oblate in form varying from conic-oblate, round-oblate to
short-oblong. Possibly the presence of these shapes can be ex-
plained by the presence and absence theory. This hypothesis as
shown by Shiill (36) indicates that what appears to be a pair of
Plate 6 - Progeny of Ben Davis X Jonathan showing range in size
and shape.
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characters is really the presence absence of a single character
and when absence dominates over presence, the positive character is
latent in the heterozygote. Evidently some factor or factors for
very short length of apples is present in the Ben Davis or Jonathan,
though it may be obscured by other factors which tend to produce a •
longer apple, in the rounded shape and also in the conic.
Lantz (21) concludes from a study of seedlings of
Jonathan X. Salome, that both parents very likely carry factors for
oblate and oblong types.
East and Hayes (ll) found in crosses of Maize that single
characters were oon^osite and in the generation intermediates
between the two parents resulted, in the case of length of ear
and size of kernels. In the case of height of plants the mean in
the Fi generation was forced toward the taller parent, undoubtedly
due to the increased vigor so noticable in hybrids in Maize.
Kajanus (19) found with beets that there were probably
two factors for length of root and two for width, and that various
combinations of these would account for the various shaped roots,
fo-und in his crosses. *
In the case of the form of these fruits undoubtedly the
same thing is true. Shape is largely due to the interrelation of
length and breadth plus certain contour factors. There are evidently
several factors concerned in the relative length of the fruit. For
instance we find the oblong shape in short, medium and long. These
unit factors are evidently in a heterozygous state in the Ben Davis
X Jonathan cross from the variation of these characters in the F^
seedlings. Possibly it is as Kajanus (19) fotmd in beets, two
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factors may be concerned with the length, and two with the width,
and the various shapes may he due to the combination of these four
factors, or more likely more than that nwher of factors are
concerned.
From an analysis of these data it is evident:
1 - That characters which go to make up shape in an apple are
composite, i.e., two or more factors are involved in this
development.
2 - The unit factors are in a heterozygous condition.
3 - Evidently these parents carry a factor or factors for both
longer and shorter axis.
4 - Ben Davis tends to be prepotent over Jonathan in transmitting
shape.
BEN DAVIS X ESOPUS
In many respects the two parents used in this cross
are very much alike in form. The chief factor differentiating them
is the more or less ribjted and irregular shape of the Esopus, when
compared with that of Ben Davis. The predominating form of Ben
Davis is very noticable in this combination. Approximately 36
per cent of the seedlings resembled Ben Davis, while only 7 per
cent resembled Esopus. There were 17 per cent which did not resemble
either parent taking such forms as oblong, oblate-conic to oblate.
See Table 9.
Hedrick and Wellington (18) found in this cross a wide
variation in shape. The distribution of the seedlings occurred as
follows: 12 roundish conical like Ben Davis; 8 roundish oblate
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conical like Esopus, and 11 intermediate.
These observations approximate very closely the data
in the table as it shows a fairly large number of progeny resembling
neither parent, which Hedrick and Wellington (18) no doubt classed
as intermediates. See Plate 7.
The data obtained from this cross indicate:
1 - That Ben Davis is prepotent over Esopus in transmitting shape
to its progeny.
2 - Factors for intermediate shapes are carried by both parents.
Bm DAVIS X WAGEKEE CROSSES
These two parents have the long or oblong shape of the
Ben Davis and the distinct oblate shape of the Wagener and also
the conic character in Ben Davis not found in Wagener. The seedlings
were classified according to their shape as follows: 268 resembling
Ben Davis or roundish conic to oblong conic; 187 resembling Wagener
or oblate; 38 blending of character; 3 a blend resembling Wagener;
8 a blend resembling Ben Davis and 17 resembling neither parent. In
the group where there was a blending apparent, many of the apples
were oblate-conic in shape. In this case a nmber have the appearance
of being Wagener at the base, but rapidly taper toward the apex where
they bear a resemblance to Ben Davis. The seedlings show a rather
wide range of variation from long oblong-conic, lor^-, roujided-conic
to oblate-conic and oblate. Apparently one or both of these parents
carry factors for form not readily noticable in the parents them-
selves. In this combination the shape character of the Ben Davis
is more pronounced than that of Wagener. See Table 10 and Plate 8.
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Plate 7 - Progeny of Ben Davis X Esopus showing range in size and shape.
Plate 8 - Progeny of Ben Davis X Wagener showing range in size and shape.
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BEN DAVIS X JiOME
The form of Ben Davis is conic to otlon^conic and that of
Rome round to roTindish-conic or roundish-ohlate-conic. Seedlings
resembling Den Davis in form were more prevalent, as 33.2 per cent,
showed distinctly Ben Davis form and 14.9 per cent resembled Home. "
A large number of the seedlings were placed in the intermediate
class, there being a noticable blending of the sh^e characters,
particularly of the oblong to round-oblong conic. Those resembling
neither parent varied in shape from oblate to conic. The tendency
toward dominance of Ben Davis is apparent in this cross. See
Table 11 and Plate 9.
JOMTHAN X WAGiaiEE CEOSSES
In this combination the parents have sh8?)es markedly
different. The Jonathan is roundish sometimes ovate to obovate,
and the Wagener is oblate. There were 242 of the seedlings which
were distinctly oblate in shape and 204 which were roundish in
outline. There was not so marked a blending of characters as was
noticed in some of the other crosses. Parental resemblance was
very characteristic of this combination. See Table 12 and Plate 10,
JONATHAN X ESOPUS CEOSSES
The Jonathan is roundish conic while the Esopus is
roundish oblong-conic and more or less ribbed and irregular in shape.
In form 28 of the seedlings resembled the Jonathan and 8 resembled
Esopus, 7 showed a distinct blending, while 10 did not resemble
either parent. The prepotency of Jonathan in regard to shape is
very evident in this combination. See Table 13 and Plate 11.
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TIBLE 11
Inheritance of Form of Pruit -
Ben Davis X Rome and Reciprocal Crosses.
Description
Ben Davis
X
Rome
Rome
XA
Ben Davis
Reciprocal
Crosses
Combined
Per Cent
Resembling Ben Davis 18 44 62 33.2
xiesenioiing itome 7 21 28 14.9
Blend 6 76 82 43.9
Blend Resembling Ben Davis
Blend Resembling Rome 3 3 1.6
Resembling I^either Parent 1
~
1
11
— 1
12 6.4
TABLE 12
Inheritance of Form of Fruit -
Jonathan X Wegener and Reciprocal Crosses.
Description
Jonathan
{
Wagener
X 1 X
Wagener [Jonathan
1
Reciprocal
Crosses
Combined
1
Per Cent
Resembling Jonathan 100 { 104 204 S9.1
Resembling STagener 118 1 124 242 46.5
Blend 18 j 6 24 4.6
Blend Resembling Jonathan
_
j 1 1 .2
Blend Resembling Wagener 3 1 3 6.0
Resembling Neither Parent 21 1 25 47 9.0
Z7b -
TABLE 13
Inheritance of Form of Fruit -
Jonathan X Esopus and Heciprocal Crosses.
Description
.T i*\ o 4" V\ Q
X
ijoOp US
Esopus
X
Jonathan
Reciprocal
Crosses
Combined
Per Cent
Resembling Jonathan 26 1 27 51.9
Hesemhling Esopus 8 8 15.3
Blend 7 7 13.5
Blend Resembling Jonathan
Blend Resembling Eso-ous
Resembling Feither Parent 8 2 10 19.3

Plate 10 - Progeny of Jonathan X Wagener showing range in size and shape.
Plate 11 - Progeny of Jonathan X Esopus showing range in size and shape.
k
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Wellington (39) commenting on this cross states that
in shape one seedling was ohlong-conic, two roundish oblong-conic
like Esopus, two roundish-conic like Jonathan, and one oblate.
Factors for an elongated axis as well as for oblateness may be
carried by either parent,
JOMTHAU X YELLOW HEWTOWN
There are two distinct shapes combined in this cross,
one a roundish conic and the other a rouadish oblate. The majority
of the seedlings as shown in Table 14 take the shape of the Jona^
than. Thus again, it can be seen that the Jonathan is prepotent
in inpressing its shape character xcpon its offspring in this
particular cross. Plate 12.
HOME X WAGEHER CROSSES
These parents have somewhat similar forms. The Wagener
is oblate and the Rome is round to round-conic or oblate-conic.
In form approximately 86 per cent of the seedlings resembled the
parents. As 51^3 per cent favored the Wagener the prepotency of
this variety is shown in the combination. Table 15 and Plate 13.
ROME X YELLOW NEWTOWH
The segregation of the shape characters of these two
parents as shown in the offspring is also interesting. Approximately
61 per cent resemble the Rome in shape, 22 per cent the Yellow
Fev/town, and 17 per cent do not resemble either parent. There is
not the wide breaking into non parental fcrms as has appeared
in some of the other crosses. Table 13 and Plate 14,
TABLE 14
Inheritance of form of Fruit -
Jonathan X Yellow Newtown and Eeciprocal Crosses.
Description
Jonathan
X
Y. Newtown
Y. Newtown
X
JTonathan
Reciprocal
Crosses
Combined
Per Cent
Eesembling Jonathan 28 2 30 69.9
Resembling Yellow Newtown 3 3
Blend 3 3 6.9
Blend Eesembling Jonathan
Blend Eesembling Y. Newtown
Eesembling Neither Parent 5 2 7 16.3
TABLE 15
Inheritance of form of Fruit -
Eome X Wagener and Eeciprocal Crosses.
Description
Wegener
X
Eome
Eome
X
Wegener
Reciprocal
Crosses
Combined
Per Cent
Eesembling fagener 167 60 227 51.3
Eesembling Eome 107 46 153 34.6
Blend 43 1 44 10.
Blend Eesembling Wegener
Blend Eesembling Rome 8 8 1.9
Eesembling Neither Parent 4 6 10 2,'2
2813 -
TABLE 16
Inheritance of Form of Fruit -
Rome X Yellow Newtown and Reciprocal Crosses.
Description
i Rorne
I
X
!
Y. Newtown
Y. Newtown
X
Bome
Reciprocal
Crosses
Combined
Per Cent
Resembling Rome 92 3
1
95
34
61.3
21.9
16.8
Resembling Y. Newtown 33
Blend
Blend Resembling Rome i
Blend Resembling Y. Newtown
1 26Resembling Neither Parenti 25
Plate 12 - Progeny of Jonathan X Yellow Kewtown showing range in
size and shape.
Plate 12 - Progeny of Rome X Wagener showing range in size and shape.
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The outstanding facts in the study of inheritance of
form of fruits are the following:
1 — A. strong resemhlance to parental
-form types is apparent in
most crosses. For example, Ben DaviB X Jonathan 71,8 per cent
resemhled the parents more or less distinctly; Ben Davis X
Jonathan 48.2 per cent; Ben Davis X Wegener 87.3 per cent;
Ben Davis X Rome 48.1 per cent; Jonathan X Wagener 85.6 per
cent; Jonathan X Esopus 67.2 per cent; Jonathan X Yellow
Newtown 76.8 per cent; Rome X Wagener 85,9 per cent; and Rome
X Yellow Newtown 83.2 per cent.
2 - The apparent dominance of longer axis over shorter axis as
shown by the performance of Ben Davis X Jonathan; Ben Davis
X Esopus; Ben Davis X Wagener; Ben Davis X Rome; and Jonathan
X Yellow Newtovm crosses. This did not hold true for two crosses,
namely Jonathan X Esopus and Jonathan X Wagener,
These data agree closely with the findings of Auchter (l).
He reports "that the factor or factors which carry greater length
are dominant over those which carry shorter lengths and as a result
we might expect to get a Mgh percentage of seedlings which would
appear like the longer parent, regardless of which parent or variety
it happened to he".
3 - A combination of two parents having type forms similar will give
a population whose mean shape will approximate veiy closely
the parental form.
4 - Several factors for determining the form of the fruit are
present.
- 30 -
5 - These factors are jji an heterozygous state and cause to appear
in the fruit of the Fj^ seedlings a wide range of comhinations.
COEEELATIOU BETWEEN LENGTH AND DIAMETER OP TRUIT
The foregoing Tables 8-16 inclusive, deal with the form
character, as it appeals to the systematic pomologist. In addition
to these data, measurements were taken of a specified nmber of
fruits from each cross. These measurements were made in centimeters
with a calliper. The following measures were made: (l) length,
(2) greatest diameter, and (3) diameter midway between the point of
greatest diameter and the apex. Tables 17-23 inclusive show the
data for lei^th and greatest diameter combined in correlation
tables.
The correlation coefficients range from 0.844 to 0.951.
This shows a rather close correlation between the length of an
apple and its diameter, with the distribution in any one group not
very large. This indicates a rather close relation or cotisling
between the factors that have to do with length and diameter of
apples; there are always some individuals that are on the extremes
of each gro-ap that do not show this close relation.
Table 24 gives in a condensed form the data for the ratio
of length to the greatest diameter. This ratio is the gaotient
of the length divided by the greatest diameter. Its significance
in relation to the shapes of apples, as described by a pomologist,
is as follows:
Theoretically an apple is "oblate" if it has a ratio of
less than 1.00. As a matter of fact, however, the eye is deceived
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TABLE 25
Ratio of Length to Greatest Diameter
for Prxi.it s of Parents.
Parents
1
Ratio
Ben Davis
1
1
.95
Jonathan .91
T^agener .85
Rome .86
Yellow Newtown .93
Esopus .86
TABLE 27
Form of Fruit
Index of Tapering for Parent Varieties.
Parents Ratio
Ben Davis 1.18
Jonathan 1.17
Wagener 1.17
Rome 1.19
Yellow Newtown 1.10
Esopus 1.17
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"by this relation and one is inclined to descri"be as oblate only
such apples as have this ratio considerahly less. than 1.00. It
will he noted that none of the parent varieties have a ratio as
high as 1.00; Wagener, a variety typically described as "oblate"
has the lowest ratio, namely, .85; some varieties that are thought
of as round have an index not much greater; for example. Home and
others.
Table 25 shows this ratio for the seedlings of these
parents,
TAPER OP FRUIT
Owing to the fact that the form of a high percentage of
the fruits of these crosses is more or less conic in vertical out-
line. Table 26 has been introduced to indicate the status of this
character. The index of tapering is the ratio between the greatest
diameter and the diameter midway to the apex. The range of this
ratio is significant. In no case is it as low as 1.00. Theoretically
an apple that is indicated as oblong should have this ratio 1.00.
Practically, of course, a slight tapering is not readily detected by
the eye, so the apples in which the ratio is not much greater than
1.00 are noted by the pomologist as "oblong". From this point the
index means that the apples go on thro-ugh round, round-conic, and
oblong-conic up to distinctly pure conic/ which is indicated by the
higher ratios. Table 27 gives the index of the parent varieties of
the crosses under consideration. This shows only a limited range of
tapering. Here also is ivident the wide rsinge of distribution of
characters, tooth very much below, and also very much above, the mean
of the parents, with a very large nmber close to the mean of the
parents.
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TEXTTJEffi OF SKIN
Recent investigations seem to indicate that the
struct-ural characters of apples have a direct bearing
-upon their
keeping qualities. No variety can 'beconie very important commercially
vinless the skin is of such a nature that it will stand considerable
handling during the process of picking, packing and shipping, with-
out serious injury. The thickness and structure of the skin vary
materially with different varieties. Not only is this difference
noticalile but as shown by Magness and DieM (25) there apparently
is a progressive thickening as the season progresses not only Of
the cuticle, but of the subepidermal area as wftll.
A study of the skin of an apple shows three distinct
layers; (1) an outer waxy coating or cuticle, (2) a layer of thick
epidermal cells , and (3) a subepidermal region, consisting of a
number of layers of thick walled small and compact cells. Magness
and Diehl (25) found that the cells of the subepidermal regions
gradually beccme larger as the distance from the epidermis increases.
Cunmings and Lombard (9) state that the compactness of cell struc-
ture and the consequent smallness of the intercellular spaces in
apples is believed to retard the interchanging of gases and may be
a factor influencing the keeping qualities of some varieties.
Apparently there is a close correlation between the compactness of
cell structures and keeping qualities of different varieties.
The epidermis affords the chief protection to the fruit
from evaporation and also protects against entrance of fungi.
The rate of evaporation depends largely upon temperature and humidity.
The lower the teiriperature the less the evaporation and conversly the
33 -
higher the teraperature the greater the evaporation. Cimmings
and Lombard (9) have shown that if two apples, one pared and the
other lanpared, were htmg tip in a dry atmosphere the pared apple
lost a third of its weight in two days and the -unpared one per
cent. The effect of storage conditions
-c^on changes in the apples
have been studied In detail by Magness and Diehl (25) and others.
The epidermis undergoes cutinization of the outer walls
by the deposition of a waxy substance intermixed with pure cutin
together with some -unaltered cellulose which is iiLfiltrated with
oils and waxes, according to Gummings and Lombard (9). In some
varieties the thickening of the walls of the epidermis is greater
than in others and this is especially true of the waxy deposition
on the outside of the epidermis. This waaty covering does not show
differentiation as part of separate cells, but rather exists as a
continuous waterproof covering.
A study of the cutinized layer of over 200 apple seed-
lings was made in the Plant Physiology laboratory. Thin sections of
apple skins were mounted on slides and stained with Soudan III.
The dye brought out the cuticle very clearly and stained it an
orange yellow. By this method very satisfactory sections were ob-
tained for study under the microscope. The results are shown in
Table 28.
The layer or several layers of cells just beneath the
epidermis constitute the remainder of the skin of the apple and the
nimber of layers involved determine the thickness of the skin.
The thick walled epidermal cells are ordinarily rather
long tangentially although' in some varieties this is not very marked.
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The tangential lengthening as well as the thickened wall give
the to-ughness to the skin of some apples. Where the cuticular
layer is four or five cells deep, with the cells greatly lengthened,
a very tough skinned apple results. Cummings and Lomlaaxd (9) found
differences in thickness ranging from .0178 mm. in Oldenburg to
.0417 mm. in Roxbury Russet. Perry and Martin (31) report similar
differences. The writer has also noted variations in thickness of
skin as shown in Table 29.
An examination of the description of the skin texture
of a number of the most important commercial apples reveals some
interesting points concerning this characteristic. Table 30 shows
these data. In most cases no modifying terms were used with the
descriptive terms; "thin", "thick", "tender", and "tough". This
table indicates that most commercial apples have a tough skin,
with a high percentage of these in the thick skin group. Those
with tender skin were all, summer or fall apples, except Northern
Spy and King David.
The parents involved in these studies are; Ben Davis,
Jonathan, Esopus, Wagener, Rome and Yellow Newtown. Beach (3) gives
the following notes on skin texture of the above mentioned varieties.
Ben Davis - skin tough
Jonathan - skin thin, tough
Wagener - skin thin, tough
Esopus - skin tough
Rome - skin thick, tough
Yellow Newtown - skin rather tough
Data on skin texture of the seedlings in addition to
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actual measm'ements were, tal^en as follows; a small piece of the
peeling with very little flesh attached was chewed, and a Judginent
recorded as to whether it was thick or thin, tender or toxigh.
Tahles 31-39 incl-usive arranged in the form of correlation ta-hles
give a summary of these data.
TABLE 30
Showing Skin Texture of 30 Commercial Varieties.
Thin Thick
Teiider 6 1
To-ugh 10 13
BEN DAVIS X JONATHAN
Tahle 31 shows the combination of Ben Davis X Jonathan
crosses. Ben Davis has a thick, tough skin and the Jonathan a
thin, tender skin. Two hundred and eighteen seedlir^gs had a thin
skin like Jonathan; 599 medi-am thick skin» and 556 a thick skin
like Ben Davis; 205 a tender skin likeJonathan, 589 medim skin,
and 579 a tough skin. Thick tough skinned apples cropped out
among the seedlings indicating the prepotency of Ben Davis over
Jonathan in this character.
TABLE 31
Showing Skin Inlieritance of Ben Davis X Jonathan
and Seciprocal Crosses Coinhined.
Thin Medium Thick
Tender 133 65 7
Medium 75 461 53
Tough 10 173 496
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BEN DAVIS X ESOPUS
Table 32 gives the Ben Davis X Esopus crosses. The
skin of Esopus is thicjk and tough as. in Ben Davis. The distribu-
tion of the progeny was as follows: 19 thin skin, 60 medivm,
and 50 thick. Twenty three of the progeny were tender skinned,
49 medium and 57 tough. Since both parents have thick tough
skin it might be condluded that these varieties carry determiners
for thick and thin skin as well as tender and tough skin.
TABLE 32
Showing Skin inheritance of Ben Davis X Esopus and
Eeciprocal Grosses eombined.
! Thin
1
Medium > Thick
Tender 1 13
I
9
j
1
Medium
i
^
1
37
1
6
Tough 1
1
14
1
43
BEN DAVIS X WAGENER
Beach (3) lists the Wagener as a thin skinned apple.
These records show from a study of the skin of this variety under
the miscrocope that it has a thicker skin than the Ben Davis.
Therefore in these discussions it will be so considered. In the
classification of these seedlings, 48 were thin skinned, 160 of
medium thickness, and 178 thick skinned, while 38 had a tender
skin, 152 medium skin, and 196 tough skin. The tendency toward
dominance of thick skin is shown in this cross, although both
parents carry determiners for thin skin. Table 33.
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TABLE ZZ
Showing Skin Inheritance of Ben Davis X Wagener
and Eeciprocal Crosses Combined.
1 Thin 1 Medium Thick
Tender 1 29 1 7 2
Medium 1 19 1 120 13
To-ogh 1 1 S3 163
BEN DAVIS X ROM
Both parents have a toiigh thick skin. The majority of
the seedlings show the thick skinned characteristics; 15 with
a thin skin, 69 mediuni and 98 with a thick skin. Therefore, Rome
must also carry factors for thin skin. Table 34.
TABLE 34
Showing Skin Inheritance of Ben Davis X Rome
and Reciprocal Crosses Combined.
Thin 1 Medium ' Thick
Tender 13 ! 20 1 1
Medium 2 1 43 1 13
Tough i 5 1 84
JOMTHAN X WAGEI\TER
Sixty of these seedlings had a thin skin, 205 medium
thick skin, and 206 thick skin. This combination gave thick
skinned progeny. Table 35.
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TABLE 35
Showing Skin Inheritance of Jonathan X Wagener
ajid Reciprocal Crosses Comhined.
Thin Medim Thick
Tender 32 12
Medim 27 157 20
To-ugh 1 36 185
JOMTHM X ESOPUS
Jonathan has a thin toiagh skin and Esopus a thick toiigh
skin. The progeny is distrihuted as follows; 6 thin skin like
Jonathan, 20 medium thick skin and 25 thick skin like Esopus.
Analyzing Wellington's (39) data on this cross; out of a popula-
tion of 6 seedlings, 3 thick skinned like Esopus and 2 thin skinned
like Jonathan are found. Table 36.
TABLE 36
Showing Skin Inheritajice of Jonathan X Esopus
and Reciprocal Crosses Combined.
Thin Medium J Thick
Tender 6 5 1 1
Medium 12 1 4
Tough 3 1 20
JOKATHAN X YELLOW MEWTOTO
Though not apparent in the parents, thickness of skin
cropped out in the offspring. Only 3 seedlings had a thin skin.
- 39 -
10 medim thick skin while 26 had a thick skin. Wellington's
(39) observations are in accordance with these findings. Table 37.
TABLE 37
Showing Skin Inheritance of Jonathan X Yellow Newtown
and Reciprocal Crosses Combined.
1 Thin 1 Medium i Thick
Tender
1 3 1 1
Medium
1 7 1
To-ugh
I
^ 2 1 26
ROME X WA&IHER
The distribution of this cross shows: 42 thin skinned
apples, 157 medivun thick, and 225 thick skinned apples. The
tendency toward dominance of thick skin over thin skin is seen in
this combination. Table 38.
TABLE 38
Showing Skin Inheritsince of Rone X Wegener
and Reciprocal Crosses Combined.
Thin 1 Medium i Thick
Tender 29 1 12 ! 1
Medi-um 13 1 126
1
19
Tough 1 19 1 205
ROME X YELLOW MEWTOWN
The Rome has a thick tough skin and the Yellow Newtown
a thin tough skin. Thick tough skinned progeny appeared in this
- 40 -
cross. TalDle 39,
TABLE 39
Showing Skin Inheritance of Rome X Yellow Newtown
and Reciprocal Crosses Combined,
1 Thin \ Medium Thick
Tender
!
2
1
6
Medixun
1
5
1
41 6
Tou^h 1 1
—
(- -
84
From these data it is plainly evident that thick skin
tends to be dominant over thin skin.
COLOR OF FRUIT
9^he parents involved in these crosses according to Beach
(3) have the following characteristic color patterns:
Ben Davis - clear yellow or greenish, mottled and washed with
bright red, striped ajid splashed with bright dark
carmine. Prevailing effect bright deep red or red
striped.
Jonathan - pale bright yellow overlaid with lively red, striped
with carmine. Well colored fruit almost completely
covered with red. Prevailing effect lively deep red.
Esopus - deep rich yellow, often almost completely covered with
bright red, inconspicuously striped with darker red.
ener - bright pinkish-red striped with bright carmine and
mottled and streaked with thin whitish scarf skin over
a clear, pale yellow background.
- 41
Rome - yellow or greenish, more or less mottled with bright
red which in highly colored specimens deepens to
almost solid red on the exposed cheeB:, striped with
bright carmine.
Yellow Newtown - grass green at fruit harvest, but sometimes quite
yellow later.
There are involved in the above varieties two types of
colors, yellows and reds, which are produced by two groups of
pigments very different in chemical and physical properties.
Carotin forming orange-red crystals and Xanthophyll forming yellow
crystals are no doubt responsible for the yellow colors appearing
in the ripening fruit. These occur in the chloroplasts and
according to Hass ahd Hill (16) may assme different forms, either
crystalline or amorphous. They never appear in solution in the
cell sap. In many of our green apples the chlorophyl is so
abundant as to mask the xanthophyll pigments present. As the
chlorophyll disappears the yellow color shows isp. A good example
of this is the Grimes. At picking time this variety is often green,
but after some weeks in storage the fruits gradually become yellow
due to the disappearance of the chlorophyll and the intensification
of the yellow pigment.
Pigments which are responsible for the red colors of
the apple belong to a gro-up of substances known collectively as
anthocyanins. These may be dissolved in the cell sap or in the
form of crystals. The development of certain pigments in flowers,
leaves and fruits, according to Gardner, Bradford and Hooker (14),
depends largely vipon a supply of carbohydrates. Chandler (?)
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concludes thatt red color developmeftt in some fruits is determined
by the presence or absence of sunlight on the fruit. Laurent (22)
reports that pigments are of two types; one requiring and the other
not requiring direct light. Onslow (2?) however has found a varia-
tion of opinion as to the influence of light; in some cases the
pigment developed in darkness while in other cases it did not. Over-
holser (28) in studying the effect of excluding light on the
development of color in apples by covering with black cloth sacks
got no red color development except in the case of one variety, the
Williams. This vaxiety showed splashes and stripes of red on a
yellow ground. The work done with anthocyanin pigments has been
summarized by Onslow (27), Hass and Hill (16), and Perkins and
Everest (30), According to Thomas (37) the color of fruit ranges
from yellowish white through pale yellow, yellow to deep yellow.
The addition of red produces successively orange yellow, orange,
orange red, rich warm red, clear red, crimson on to purple. The
red color in apples appears in several different ways. It may
appear striped when in alternating broad lines of color, streaked
when the lines are long and narrow, splashed when the stripes are
much broken and of all sizes, and mottled when covered with nearly
confluent dots, or a wash when there is some yellow showing through.
When the color is solid red the surface is entirely covered, with
no yellow showing thro\:igh. Q^ite often the solid red may shade out
to a wash on some apples, or even to a striped condition similar
to Joaathan.
As stated before, the red color of the apple is present
in the cell sap and may be found either in the epidermal cells or
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in the cuticular layer just below the epidermis. In solid red
varieties many of the cells of both the epidermis and the
cuticular layer will be red. In the iase of the wash, however,
only a part of the cells will be red, the other cells showing
,
the yellow color from the xanthophjill pigment or else a green
color if the chlorophyll coloring masks the yellow coloration.
Where striping appears, the heavy stripes have all the cells
reddened, but as the stripes shade out into the wash along the
edges, more and more cells will be without red color. The
epidermal cells of some varieties are often largely colorless.
Frequently as in the case of the Jonathan and Mcintosh, the red
pigment extends to the interior of the apple.
Because of the nature of most of the parents involved
in these crosses it is difficult to draw definite conclusions
concerning the transmission of the color character. Color
inheritance in fruit is extremely complicated since characters
which are really a composite of several elements are encountered,
so that it is difficult to predict the results. However under-
color, which is one color character, is found to be practically
the same in all of the parent varieties; yellow, or greenish
yellow reappears as yellow in many of the seedlings, and
occasionally as greenish yellow or green. Wo doubt this under-
color is determined by two factors, one for green and one for
yellow, the latter tending to be dominant over the former.
In the case of the red color a more complex situation
is present. Red may be practically solid as in the Jonathan
or it may consist of a washing of red with darker, heavier.
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strealcs as in the Ben Davis or merely a flushing or mottling
of one cheek or portion of the apple. Apparently there are two
gro-ups of factors determining the color:
«
1 - Pattern factors, which control the striping, streaking, mottl-
ing, or lack of them. Possihly several factors are concerned
in this.
2 - Color factors which determine the shades of color or thickness
or depth of color.
The sunlight received hy the individual apple determines largely
the density of its color, and to some extent v/hether it is to be
solid or in the form of streaks, although this is influenced "by
other factors such as degree of maturity, temperature, and
mdisture supply. These factors greatly complicate the study of
the color characters of apples.
Hedrick and Wellington (18) in their discussion of
color of apples evidently assumed that yellow and red were
allelomorphs, which is manifestly not the case as shown by these
data. As yet there are no crosses in bearing between pure yellow
selfs and red apples, so the data are not conclusive, but a
study of these crosses and especially the persistence of the
Ben Davis pattern in the seedlings indicates very strongly
that the yellow is an undercolor, appearing at first green, and
as the apples reach maturity changing to yellowish green, or
to various shades of yellow. The red colors are laid on largely
through the influence of sunlight as the apple approaches
maturity and the intensity of this red is independent of that
of the yellows, though the same enviormental factors may cause
similar changes in respect to intensity.
Hed color on apples may develop as follows; over
the undercolor there may be a wash which covers a small portion,
to practically all of the apple. This may he very light to
almost solid red, or the apple may he blushed on one cheek, or
this color may overspread nearly the entire apple. Eadh of these
conditions is probably due to more than one factor since many
of the l^. seedlings exhibited more than one grade of intensity.
Often there appears an apple with a wash that is peculiarly
mottled, or one with a blush likewise mottled. These conditions
are undoubtedly due to a combination of pattern factors by
mottling with a factor or factors for wash or blush respectively.
Again we have appearing a pattern of streaks of stripes of
various widths, lengths and shapes, as for exaiiple the peculiar
Ben Davis pattern. There are evidently several factors concerned
in this striping and streaking for in the seedlings a wide range
of these characters appear. Evidently in the Ben Davis and
Jonathan there are two or more of these factors. One of these,
typical of Ben Davis is more or less dominant, as this peculiar
pattern appears in many of the seedlings. It may be either pure
or nearly pure or else of an intennediate type between that and
the color of Jonathan.
jfhe existence of multiple color factors has been in-
vestigated very thoro-ughly by certain geneticists, first by
Niteon-Ehle (26) who found di-hybrid color characters in the
gl-umes of a certain variety of black oats and a tri-hybrid
ratio tn a red Swedish wheat. East and Hayes (ll) demonstrated
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that there were two factors concerned in forming the yellow
aleurone color of a certain strain of maize. Shaw (34) foiond
in studying the inheritance of seed coat color in beans that
mottling might be due to two fstctors which may exist separately
in the heterozygous mottled forms or coupled in the mottled
forms. Emerson (12) has advanced the same theory in regard to
beans. Kajanus (19) found in beet ^brids that there was no
real color dominance and that while in some cases color characters
were fairly stable, in others they were not, indicating a rather
large number of unit factors for color.
The data in Tables 41-49 inclusive show the inheritance
of color in the seedlings. In addition, the pepsentage of red
col2)r appearing on the seedlings was noted and is recorded in
Table 50.
BM DAVIS X JOMTHAH
The Jonathan is a variety that normally has a solid
red color, but in which often the color is laid on in the form
of long strealcs, and the Ben Davis, an apple without solid color
but with a washed red, overlaid with a distinctive pattern of
irregular, mostly short, streakings. A classification of the
seedlings of this cross shows451 resembling Ben Davis, 277
resembling Jonathan, 117 resembling neither parent and 695
intermediate. See Table 41. In the intermediate groTjp, were
seedlings cari-ying parental resembi<ances but being lighter, or
darker, washed or mottled. A blending of the color pattern was
also noticed in the seedlings. Apparently the peculiar color
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pattern of the Ben Davis tends to be dominant over the Jonathan
type. These irregular short streakings of Ben Davis appear in
various forms; in some cases as a particularly Ben Davis color,
at other times as distinctive Ben Davis streakings over a different
red, whether solid, washed or mottled, and often as faint streaks
on a yellow or greenish apple. The color of these streaks may
be the same as in Ben Davis or it may be a different shade of red.
The distinct color characters are evidently composed
of several unit factors . While the over color of apples is always
red, it may be any one of several shades or combinations. The
amount of color in the Ii generation of this cross varies from 1
to 2 per cent, to 100 per cent of the surface covered, and from
a very light blush, to a very dark solid color. No pure yellow
or green apples appeared in this cross which indicates, that one
or more of the factors for pattern in Ben Davis and Jonathan tend
to be dominant over no pattern. These data also suggest that both
parent varieties carry factors for solid red and striping.
Hedrick and Wellington (18) from a study of the color
inheritance of 11 Ben Davis X Jonathan seedlings, all of which were
red or nearly red, conclude that Ben Davis does not carry yellow
and Jonathan carries only red.
BM DAVIS X BSOPUS -
The peculiar color pattern of the Ben Davis appears in
a large number of these seedlings. It is very evident from Table
42 that Ben Davis type of color tends to be dominant over the
Esopus type. This combination produced 5 fruits with no red
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color, and 25 with a trace to 10 per cent color. This would
seem to indicate the presence in the Esopus of a factor or factors
for yellow color. Since no yellow apples appeared in the Ben
Davis X Jonathan progeny, -undoubtedly the Esopus is responsible.
These results are similar to those of Hedrick and Wellington (18).
BSN DAVIS X WAGEHER
The Wagener is a bright red apple striped and mottled
with carmine and very attractive in appearance. The red of Wagener
differs from that of Jonathan in shade and is not typically as
solid a color. A classification according to color shows 176 of
the seedlings resembling Ben Davis, 37 resembling Wagener, 137
with blending characters, and 167 resembling neither parent. See
Table 43. Prom this combination there have appeared some solid
red apples as well as a few with no color. This would indicate
that Wagener carries factors for yellow color as well as solid red
color. There are pattern factors present, whose presence is not
dominant over their absence.
BEH DAVIS X HOME
Sixty-two of the seedling fruits resembled Ben Davis in
type of color, while 28 favored Home. No solid reds appeared in
this cross which would indicate that the factors necessary for
the production of solid reds are not carried by Rome and possibly
not by Ben Davis. Eight pure yellow or greenish yellow fruits
appeared. Since light colored fruits appeared in the Wagener X
Rome crosses one would naturally expect to find them in this cross.
The tendency to produce light colored apples must be an attribute
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of Home. See Table 44.
JONATHAN X WAaENER
The dominance of Jonathan color is clearly evident in
this combination. See Table 45. Q,uite a few of the seedlings
were intermediate in color and several did not resemble either
parent. Superior color was noticable in this cross, 386 having
from 60 to 100 per cent red while only 98 had from to 60 per
cent. One yellow apple appeared indicating that Wagener carries
factors for yellow color,
JONATHAN X ESOPUS
The performance of these two parents was as follows: 13
resembled Jonathan while 4 resembled Esopus, indicating that
Jonathan color type tends to be dominant over Esopus color type.
See Table 46. The distribution of the color was as follows: 1
seedling showed no red; 3 with 1 to 10 per cent color; 1 from
20 to 40 per cent; 3 from 40 to 60 per cent; 13 from 60 to 80 per
cent; 6 from 80 to 90 per cent and 3 from 90 to 100 per cent.
JONATHAN X YELLOW HEWTOTO
In this cross no green or yellow apples speared indicat-
ing that Jonathan is distinctly dominant over Yellow Newtown as
far as the transmission of color factors is concerned. The types
were quite distinct and fairly tiniformly divided between those
resembling Jonathan, blending of color and resembling neither in
color. Jonathan apparently is homozygous for the red color factors
and does not carry factors for yellow color. See Table 47.
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Lantz (21) has reported a similar occtirance in a cross
between Colorado Orange X Jonathan. No pure yellow seedling
appeared in this cross. Coinraenting on this, he states that if
Jonathan carries factors for yellow an occasional pvire yellow '
seedling fruit should be expected when crossed with yellow varieties,
ROME X WAGEMR
The prepotency of Wagener is indicated in this cross,
althotigh there is a tendency for a large number to be like Home.
Light colored apples are common as well as those with no red color.
The Wagener has shown in other crosses a tendency to produce
light colored apples, hence must carry a determiner for yellow
skin. Rome is also probably a similar carrier. The fairly uniform
range in color from to 100 per cent would also indicate that
there are several factors involved in ihe determination of color,
See Table 48.
ROME X YELLOW NEWTOWN
Here is a combination entirely different from any of the
others. The Yellow Newtown is green at harvest cfcajiging to yellow
in storage, while the Rome is yellow or greenish, more or less
mottled with bright red. There is a marked dominance of the Yellow
Newtown over the Rome, 53 of the seedlings resembling Yellow Newtown
and 28 resembling Rome. See Table 49. In color distribution there
are 42 with no color, 17 with from 1 to 10 per cent color, 8
with 10 to 20 per cent and 71 of the seedlings carried from 20 to
90 per cent color.
No definite donclusions are warranted from this material
- 50a -
TABLE 41
Inheritance of Color of Fruit.
Ben Davis X Jonathan and Heciprocal Crosses
-Combine d.
Description
jBen Davis
I
Jonathan
Jonathan
X
Ben Davis
Reciprocal
Crosses
Combined
Per Cent
Resembling Ben Davis
|
101 S60 461 29.7
Resembling Jonathan
[
71 206 277 17.9
Blend ' 173 426 599 38.7
Blend Resembling Ben Davi^ 14 24 38 2.5
Blend Resembling Jonathan',
1_
6 52 58
- -_ _
3.7
Resembling Neither Parent
|
_
1
57
-H
60
i
117 7.5
TABLE 42
Inheritance of Color of Fruit,
Ben Davis X Esopus and Reciprocal Crosses
.
Bombined.
iBen Davis
Description
[Esopus
Esopus
X
Ben Davis
Reciprocal
Crosses
Combined
Per Cent
Resembling Ben Davis
Resembling Esopus
Blend
Blend Resembling Ben Davi^ 3
Blend Resembling Esopus I
20
8
15
4
16
35
25
8
24
7
16
52
19.0
6.0
18.2
5.3
12.1
39.4Resembling Neither Parent i 17
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TABLE 4S
Inheritance of Color of Fruit.
Ben Davis X Wagener and Reciprocal Crosses Combined-
Description
Ben Davis
X
Wagener
Wagener
X
Ben Davis
Heciprooal
Crosses
Com'bined.
Per Cent
Resembling Ben Davis
Resembling Wagener
Blend
Blend Resembling Ben Davis
Blend Res^bling Wagener
Resembling Neither Pgirent
67
20
69
4
3
85
109
17
50
5
176
S7
119
9
9
167
33.9
7.2
23.0
1.8
1.8
32.382
TABLE 44
Inheritance of Color of Fruit.
Ben Davis X Rome and Reciorocal Crosses Combined.
Description
i Ben Davis
1
' X
.
1 Rome
Rome
X
Ben Davis
Reciprocal
Crosses
Combined
1 Per Ce
Resembling Ben Davis 1 18 44 62 1 33.1
Resembling Rome 1 7 21 28 1 15.0
Blend 1 6 76 82 1 43.9
Blend Resembling Ben Davis 1
i
°
Blend Resembling Rome 1 3 3 j 1.6
Resembling Neither Parent 1 1 11 12 1 6.4
.1
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TABLE 45
Inheritance of Color of Fruit.
Jonathan X Wagener and Reciprocal Crosses Combined.
j Jonathein
Description
} X
\
Wegener
Wagener
X
Jonathan
Reciprocal
Crosses
Combined
Per Cent
Resembling Jonathan j 71 79 150 29.4
Resembling Wagener | 42 34 76 14.9
Blend } 75 55 130 25.5
Blend Resembling Jonathan j 6 1 7 1.3
Blend Resembling Wagener | 4
4
12 16 '3.1
Resembling Neither Parent ' 52
. 4
80 132 25.8
TABLE 46
Inheritance of Color of Fruit.
Jonathan X Esopus and Reciprocal Crosses Combined.
Description
Jonathan
X
Esopus
1
Esopus
1
j Jonathan |
1
Reciprocal
|
Crosses ,'
Combined
|
Per Cent
Resembling Jonathan 13
1
13
1
24.5
Resembling Esopus 4 "t 4
1
7.5
Blend 13 1 14 i 26.4
Blend Resembling Jonathan 2 2 1 3.8
Blend Resembling Bsipus 1
Resembling Neither Parent 18 2 20
1
37.8
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TABLE 47
Inheritance of Color of Fruit.
Jonathan X Yellow Newtown and Reciprocal Crosses Corahined.
i/cscrip b ion
Jonathan
X
Y. Newtown
Y.NewtOTO
X
Jonathan
Reciprocal
Crosses
Combined
Per Cent
Resembling Jonathan 17 3 20 46.5
Resembling Y. Newtown
Blend 15 15 34.9
Blend Resembling Jonathan
Blend Resembling Y. Newtown
'
Resembling Neither Parent 7 1 8
1
18.6
TABLE 48
Inheritance of Color of Pniit.
Rome X Wagener and Reciprocal Crosses Combined.
Description
Wagener
X
Rome
Rome
X
Wagener
Reciprocal
Crosses
Combined
Per Cent
Resembling Wagener 167 60 227 51.4
Resembling Rome 107 46 153 34.7
Blend 43 1 44 9.9
Blend Resembling Wagener
Blend Resembling Rome 8 8 1.8
Resembling Neither Parent
—
'
' 1
4 6 10 2.2
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TABLE 49
Inheritance of Color of Pruit.
Rone X Yellow Newtown and Reciprocal Crosses Combined.
^ v> k>WA JLtVJ W A V AA
!
Rome
YA
Y.Newtown
j
Y.Newtowr
I
X
j Rome
[
Reciprocal
1 crosses
1
Combined
1
Per C
Resembling Rome 25 3
1
28
1
17.3
Resembling Yellow Newtown 52 1
1
5S
1
32.9
Blend 52 52
]
32.3
Blend Resembliiig Rome 2
:
2
1
1.2
Blend Resembling Y. Newtown
j
2
1
2
1
1.2
Resembling Neither Parent 23 1
i
24 \ 15.1
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as to the genetic consti tution of the color characters of apples.
It is evident that there is a wide range in the color patterns.
It is not clear, however, whether this wide range is due to a
nmher of color factors or whether it may be similar to the vsxie-
gated pericarp of maize as worked out by Emerson (13). He found
the variegated pattern to be due to a single gene.
Some facts stand out as worthy of noting:
1 - Some form of striping or steaking appears in a large majority
of the progeny, regardless of the piarents used.
2 - Some solid red apples appear in crosses involving Jonathan,
Wagener and Esopus, indicating the value of crossing two red
varieties if progeny of stjjerior red color is desired.
3 - Jonathan seems to have a factor for production of red color in
some form that is distinctly dominant over lack of color as
evidenced by the fact that barely one seedling having Jonathan
as a parent was without red color. All the other parents seem
Inclined to produce at least a few progeny that have no red.
4 - The factors which carry red tend to be dominant over factors
carrying yellow,
FLESH TEXTUEE
Whether a variety will attain commercial importance
depends largely upon the texture and grain of its flesh. Unless
the flesh is of an agreeable texture, all the other good qualities
cannot make the apple desirable as a dessert fruit. While certain
physical factors such as size, maturity, and stage of ripeness
may modify the texture, yet this characteristic is fairly well
- 52 -
fixed in all varieties.
For exaiftple, the varieties used in these experiments
have the following flesh textiire;
Ben Davis - to-ugh, moderately coarse.
Jonathan - tender, moderately fine.
Esopus - medium tough, medium coarse.
Wagener « tender, moderately fine.
Rome - medium tough, medium coarse.
Yellow Newtown - tender, medium coarse.
Tables 51-59 inclusive give the data on flesh texture
for the progeny of the crosses. Two observations were recorded
(l) whether the flesh was very fine grained or very coarse or
intermediate between these two extremes; (2) whether the flesh
was very tender or very tough or intermediate between these. The
outstanding flesh characteristics of the progeny of the several
crosses are as follows:
BEN DAVIS X JONATHAN
In the Ben Davis X Jonathan combination are found
parents carrying extremes in flesh textixre. Jonathan has a moderately
fine tender flesh, while Ben Davis has a moderately coarse tough
flesh. The distribution of the progeny was as follows: 509 fine
grainf^lesh like Jonathan; 744 medium coarse flesh; 228 coarse flesh;
623 tender flesh like Jonathan; 469 medium; and 389 tough flesh
like Ben Davis. These results indicate that Jonathan tends to
be prepotent over Ben Davis in impressing this character vpon its
offspring. See Table 51.
BEN DAVIS X ESOPUS
The performance of this cross was as follows: 38 fine
grained flesh, 62 medium, 25 coarse grained flesh, 50 tender
flesh, 38 medixan and 37 totigh flesh. The Esopus is listed as
having a medium tough, medium coarse flesh. See Table 52.
BEK DAVIS X WAGEMER
The better qualities of the WagSner are impressed upon
the offspring in greater numhers than the undesirable characters
of the Ben Davis. However it will be noted that a larger propor-
tion of the seedlings fall in the intermediate class than in some
of the other crosses. The segregation of the seedlings was as
follows: 110 fine grained like Wagener, 199 medium, 84 coarse
grained, 126 tender flesh, 167 medium and 100 tough flesh like Ben
Davis. See Table 53.
BEK DAVIS X ROME
Thirty-seven seedlings were classified as having fine
flesh, 83 medium and 69 coarse flesh; 62 tender, 62 medium and
65 tough. See Table 54.
JOHATHAN X WAGENER
Both parents have fine tender flesh. The segregation of
the seedlings was as follows: lli'^he flesh like the parents, 194
medium, 105 coarse, 195 tender, 175 medium and 102 tough. In this
combination the tendency is to produce tgnder fine grained progeny
altho-ugh apparently both parents carry determiners for inferior
flesh feexture. See Table 55,
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JOKATK&U X ESQPTJS
The seedlings from this cross are listed as 8 fine
grained flesh, 24 medium, 18 coarse, 14 tender, 21 medium and
17 tough. Coarseness and toughness axe noticahle in this cross.
Apparently these undesirable characters are carried as a recessive
in these parents. See Tahle 56.
JONATHAN X YELLOW 13EWT0WN
Tender medium coarse to moderately fine flesh characterizes
both parents. Many of the seedlings have tough coarse flesh. The
distribution of the offspring is as follows: 7 fine grained flesh,
11 medium, 20 coarse, 10 tender, 9 medium and 19 tough. Judging
from these results we might conclude that Yellow Newtown also
carries determiners for inferior as well as good textured fruit.
See Table 57.
ROME X WAGENER
In this combination are found different characters. The
Rome has a medium tough and medium coarse flesh and the Wagener
a tender, moderately fine flesh. The progeny segregated as follows:
135 fine grain, 143 medium, 148 coarse, 152 tender, 139 medium,
126 tough. See Table 58,
ROME X YELLOW NEWTOWN
Thirty seedlings are listed as having fine flesh, 45
medium, 64 coarse, 40 tender, 50 medium, and 49 totigh. The behavior
of this cross strongly suggests the prepotency of the Rome flesh
characters. See Table 59,
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TAELE 51
Flesh Texture
Ben Davis X Jonathan and Keciprocal Crosses Combined.
Pine Medium Coarse
Tender 439 179 5
Medium 59 376 34
Tough 11 189 189
TABIE 52
Flesh Texture
Ben Davis X Esopus and Reciprocal Crosses Combined.
Fine 1
1
Medium Coarse
Tender 36
1
14
Medium 1 36
1
1
Tough 1 1
1
12
i
24
1 1 1
TABLE 53
Flesh Texture
Ben Davis X ^Tagener and Eeciprocal Crosses Combined.
Pine Medium Coarse
Tender 88 37 1
Medium 19 131 17
Tough 3 —
f"
31 66
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TABLE 54
Ben Davis X
llesh Texture
Rome and Reciprocal Crosses Combined.
Fine
j
Medim CosTse
Tender 37
1
25
Midium 53 9
Tough 5 60
TABLE 55
Flesh Texture
Jonathan X Wagener and Reciprocal Crosses Combined.
1 Fine 1 Medium Coarse
Tender
1 157 1 38
Medium
1 16 1 144 15
Tough 1
L
90
TABLE 56
Flesh Texture
Jonathan X Esopus and Reciprocal Crosses Combined.
1 Fine Medium Coarse
Tender 1
1
7 5 2
Medium
F-
1
1
1 18 2
Toxigh 1
1
1 16
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TABLE 57
Flesh Teztixre
Jonathan X Yellow llewtown and Reciprocal Crosses Combined.
1 Fine 1 Medium 1
,
Coarse
Tender 1 7 1 3
Meditun 7
;
2
Tough 1 1 18
TABLE 58
Flesh Texture
Rome X Wagener and Reciprocal Crosses Comhined.
1 Fine i Medim 1 Coarse
Tender 1 126
I
25
1
1
Medium i 9
I
107
j
23
Tough 2 1 124
TABLE 59
Flesh Texture
Rome X Yellow Hewtown and Reciprocal Crosses Comhined.
1 Fine i Medium 1 Coarse
Tender 1 27 1 12 1 1
Medi-um 32 ! 15
Tough
-Ml .1 -1 —.I.— -. . 1 - -1
1 I 48
1
1
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iiaiitz (21) and Wellington (39) report similar resxdts.
In their experiments they sediired seedlings having coarse, medium
and fine flesh, as well as tender, medi-um and tough fleshy regard-
less of the parents used. Wellington (39) reports on flesh charac-
ters of Jonathan X Esopus as follows; 2 medi-um coarse textured
like parents, t coarse texture, 3 fine texture, 1 tough flesh, 1
medium tough like Esopus and 1 tender flesh like Jonathan. Lantz
(21) shows the following distribution of Jonathan "by Colorado
Orange; 7 fine grain, 18 medium, 16 coarse, 16 tender texture,
18 medium, and 7 fine.
Fuom a study of these tahles it can he seen that there
is a strong correlation between fine and tender and also between
coarse and tough. In addition the progeny are found scattered
over the whole range of these characters regardless of the parents
involved.
COLOR OF FLESH
This is a character that is rather iijportant because
the flesh color greatly influences the commercial value of an
apple. Beach (3) gives the following characteristics of the flesh
color of the six varieties of apples under consideration, used
as parents.
Ben Davis - flesh whitish, slightly tinged with yellow.
Jonathan - flesh whitish or somewhat yellow.
Wagener - flesh whitish slightly tinged with yellow.
Rome - flesh nearly white with a slight tinge of yellow
or green.
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Esopus - flesh tinged with yellow.
Yellow Newtown - flesh yellowish or tinged with green accord-
ing to the color of the fniit.
In Tahle 60 is recorded the flesh color of the fruits of the seed-
lings. There seem to be two series of colors.
1 - The series, white to yellowish. This series has been arbi-
trarily divided into classes ranging from white, through
shades of cream to yellow. The term "yellowish white" indicates
a flesh color about like that of Jonathan and Esopus while
the "creamy white" grot^) shades from a light cream color to
nearly white. Wagener and Ben Davis are included in this grovp.
None of the parents are of a pure white as typified by the
flesh color of the Mcintosh. The grottp designated as yellow
are much darker than any of our commercial apples, some of this
group having flesh practically orange in color,
2 - The series that has some form of "greenish". In this case the
color is somewhat green, or else is a cream color or a yellow
with a greenish tinge. Part of this green color seems to be
caused by green vasctilar bundles, but there is also a definite
green tinge to the flesh of these apples.
There is a white flesh color and also a series of different
degrees of yellow, and in addition the green color which will be
in combination with one of the other colors. The "creamish" groig)
is evidently white or very light cream tinged with green while
"greenish yellow" is yellow tinged with green. Between these is
the "light greenish yellow" representing the cream and yellowish
shades tinged with green.
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A noticable thing about the table is the practical
absence of "white" flesh color in the seedlings. As indicated
above none of the parents have a piire white flesh so this might
be expected. Regardless of the flesh color of the parents there
seems to be a tendency for yellow fleshed apples to appear in
considerable nmbers, and also greenish fleshed ones. A rather
high percentage of apples with some shade of "greenish" appear
in the crosses in which Home is a parent. This might be expected
for Rome has a flesh that is often tinged somewhat green.
A detailed study of Table 60 suggests the following:
Ben Davis X Jonathan - The Ben Davis has a creamy white flesh
while the Jonathan is yellowish white; 468 seedlings resembled the
Ben Davis while 278 resembled Jonathan. There was a wide segrega-
tion of colors in this combination indicating that several factors
were involved in the determination of color of ilesh. There is,
however, a marked prepotency of Ben Davis in flesh color over
Jonathan.
Ben Davis X Esopus - The flesh color of Esopus is yellowish white
and Ben Davis creamy white; 37 of the progeny had a creamy white
flesh, and 30 a yellowish white.
Ben Davis X Wegener - Both parents are classified as having cresuny
white flesh. The table shows that progeny appeared ranging in
color from nearly white to greenish yellow.
Ben Davis X Rome - The flesh color of the Rome is light greenish
yellow; 57 of the seedlings resembled Rom© and 39, Ben Davis.
Quite a few seedlings appeared with a greenish yellow flesh.
58 -
Jonathan X Wa^ener
- One hundred fifteen seedlings had a creamy
#liite flesh and 136, yellowish white. Jonathan is prepotent over
Wagener in transmitting flesh color.
Jonathan X Esopus - The flesh color of the parents is yellowish
white hut only 15 of the progeny resembled the parents in this
respect. Fifteen of the seedlings possessed light greenish yellow
flesh, indicating that possihly hoth parents carry determiners for
greenish color.
Jonathan X Yellow Newtown - In this combination 12 seedlings
resembled the Jonathan and 13 the Yellow Hewtown.
Rome X Wa^ener - A considerable number of green fleshed apples
appeared in this cross. In addition, 104 had a yellowish white
flesh. Apparently the yellow flesh is more intensified when a
light greenish fleshed apple like the Home is crossed with the
Wagener having a creamy white flesh.
Rome X Yellow Newtown - Both parents have light greenish yellow
flesh. A majority of the seedlings resemble their parents in
flesh color.
It has been pointed out in the previous discussion that
no pure white fleshed progeny appeared frora these combinations.
These conclusions are borne out by the observations of Macoun
(24), Lantz (21) and Wellington (39). Macoun (24) reports no
pure white fleshed progeny appearing in Gano, Mcintosh, Morthem
Spy, Salmoe, and Lawver seedlings. Lantz (2l) found no white
fleshed progeny in Salome X Jonathan crosses, Colorado Orange X
Jonathan, Winesap X Jonathan and others. Wellington (39) in
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comMning two yellow fleshed varieties, i.e.. Alexander X
Gravenstein secured 2 medium yellow fleshed progeny. Jonathan
X Esojpus gave 6 yellow fleshed seedlings; Jonathan X Rome. 3
greenish white and 25 more or less yellow; Eome X Esopus. S
light yellow and 6 yellow; aoid Yellow Newtown X Northern Spy,
3 light yellow and 37 yellow.
In the breeding work at Idaho no yellow and white fleshed
parents were used. However Wellington (39) found in making such
a cross that white and yellow fleshed progeny appeared in varying
proportions. He also combined several white fleshed varieties
and found both white and yellow fleshed progeny appearing indicat-
ing that yellow in these cases was carried as a recessive.
Summarizing the totals from the table and combining the
intermediate shades we have:
Ben Davis X Jonathan - 774 creamish white, 663 yellowish.
Ben Davis X Esopus - 62 " "
Ben Davis X Wagener - 186 " "
, 274
Ben Davis X Eome - 58 " «
, 139 n
Jonathan X Wagener - 195 " « ^ 279 "
Jonathan X Esopus - 7 " "
, 36 "
Jonathan X Yellow
Newtown - 3 « "
, 34 •<
Eome X Wagener 94 " n
^ 3Q0 n
Eome X Yellow Newtown - 18 " «
, 127 "
The foregoing classification would indicate a tendency
of the progeny to resemble in flesh colors either one of the other
parent. With one exception yellow tends to be dominant over the
67 "
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lighter colors. In general other investigators have arrived
at the same conclusions. On the whole it must he admitted that
from the data presented, the factors responsible for flesh
color are evidently in an heterozygous state as shown by the
wide range of flesh colors appearing in the generation.
FLAVOR OF FRUIT
Since flavor is a very distinct character of an apple
a detailed study was made of the seedlings to determine if it
was transmitted. Pomologists adopt as a means of determining
the flavor of apples the actual tasting of the fruit. They are
classified as sweet, sub-acid and sour or acid with gradations
between these classes. The parents used in this experiment have
the following characteristic flavor:
Ben Davis - mild, sub-acid.
Jonathan - sprightly sub-acid.
Esopus - sprightly sub-acid.
Wagener - sub-acid.
Yellow Wewtown - sub-acid.
Rome - mild, sub-acid.
Table 61 shows the range in flavor of the 1927 seedlings
according to the above method of classification. A study of these
data shows the behavior of the progeny in regard to the transmission
of this character.
BEN DAVIS X JOMTHMI
Ben Davis is decidedly a mildly sub-acid apple and
Jonathan sprightly sub-acid. The range in flavor shows 578
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sweet apples. 140 mild sub-acid, 406 sub-acid and 492 acid. In
flavor 35.7 per cent of the progeny are sweet and 64.3 per cent
sour.
Hedrick and Wellington (18) report that Ben Davis X
Jonathan gave 2 sweets and 9 sub-acids, showing an expected ratio
of approximately 3:1. Sweetness in this case is recessive. From
these results and the results presented by others it may be con-
cluded that both parents carry one or more factors for sweetness
as well as for acidity.
BEU DAVIS X ESOPUS
In this combination is found the same range in acidity
as in Ben Davis X Jonathan; Ben Davis being mildly sub-acid and
Esopus sprightly sub-acid. Sweet, sub-acid and sour apples
appeared in this cross. Ho doubt Esopus as well as Ben Davis
carries sweetness as a recessive character. These data conform
with the observations made by Hedrick and Wellington (18) when
they secured 7 sweets, 25 sub-acids and 1 sour from this cross.
BEl DAVIS X WA&EICER
Ben Davis is classed as mildly sub-acid and Wagener
sub-acid in flavor. Eighty-seven sweet ^ples appeared from this
combination, 192 mildly sub-acid, 143 sub-acid and 50 sour. A
total of 385 apples showed acidity to 87 which had no noticable
acidity. Sweetness appearing in this cross, indicates that
both parents carry this factor for flavor.
BEN DAVIS X ROME
Both parents are mildly sub-acid in flavor. Since
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sweet, sub-acid and acid progeny appeared in this cross it is
evident that the parents carry factors for both sweet and acid.
JONATHAN X WAGEHER
Here is a sprightly sub-acid apple combined" with a
sub-acid. The mean is toward the acid side. Sweet apples
appearing in this combination indicates ftiat both parents carry
determiners for this character as well as for acidity.
JONATHAN X ESOPUS
By combining two sprightly sub-acid apples, there
appears in the progeny; 8 sweet, 1 mildly sub-acid, 20 sub-
acid and 22 acid, indicatifag that both these parents are carriers
for sweetness. Hedrick and Wellington (18) in this cross pro-
duced 1 sweet, 2 mildly sub-acid, 1 sub-acid and 2 sour. Lantz
(21) has also found sweet apples appearing in a nwber of crosses
where Jonathan was used as one of the parents and concludes that
this variety carries factors for both sweetness and acidity.
JOMTHAN X YELLOW IffiffTOWN
This cross gave 5 sweet apples, 3 mild sub-acid, 13
sub-acid and 18 acid. Jonathan as shown in this cross as well
as in other combinations undoubtedly carries a factor for sweet-
ness. As no sweet apples have appeared where Yellow Newtown
has been used as the female parent it may be concluded that
this variety does not carry a factor for sweetness.
B.Om X WAGENEH
In the classification of the progeny from this cross.
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76 sweet, 190 mildly sub-acid, 140 sub-acid and 9 sour apples
appear. Both parents carry determiners for sweetness as well
as for acidity. These observations however do not agree entirely
with the findings of Wellington (39). He states that he has
been \inable to secure sweet apples in any cross where Rome was
used as one of the parents and concludes that the Rome although
mildly sub-acid does not carry a factor for sweetness.
ROME X YELLOW MEWTOWN
The classification of the seedlings in this cross show
17 sweet, 17 mildly sub-acid. 47 sub-acid and 6S acid. Since the
Yellow Newtown X Rome as well as the Yellow Newtown X Jonathan
did not produce sweet apples it must be concluded that it is the
Rome which carries the factors for sweetness.
At the best, the above method of determining flavor
is very inaccurate, especially when considering the inheritance
of a character because, first, the judgment of different indivi-
duals often varies in respect to flavor of any particular apple,
and second, the flavor is really a blend of sensations occasioned
by two or more separate factors. Wellington (39) recognized
this as he states, "it is obvious that it is sometimes difficult
to place a seedling in its true class as there is but little
difference between some of the classes and further, the amount
of acidity varies to a certain degree with the stage of ripe-
ness." This statement conforms with the findings of Bigelow^
Sore-Howard (6), Shaw (35) and others. Magness and Diehl (25)
state tiat acidity is of marked importance in determining the
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eating and cooking quality of fruits, and for this reason
changes in acidity while the fruit is in storage are of much
importance in determining quality.
In determining flavor in an apple two factors are
involved, (l) acidity and (2) sugar content. The relative pro-
portions of these greatly influence the judgment as to taste.
A very acid apple that has a high sugar content might he placed
as suh-acid or even mild sub-acid, while conversely, an apple
that was very slightly acid hut with a low sugar content might
he placed in the sour apple group. Another intangihle factor
is the degree of aroma present.
Because of the variable factors mentioned, the plan
of studying the acidity of the juice of the seedlings as a
separate character when considering their heredity was adopted.
The method used was as follows: five apples from each seedling
were ground in a small meat grinder, the juice extracted, collected,
measured ajid titrated. The acidities were determined as
follows: the juice was titrated directly against n/lO NaOH,
assuming Icc of the juice to weigh 1 gram. The acidity is
expressed in per cent of malic acid, as malic acid at this stage
of ripeness of the apples comprises nearly the whole acidity.
The titrations were done each year at approxim£.tely the same date,
i.e., during the Christmas vacation.
Table 62 summarizes the results for the titrations
for the year 1927. This table shows that these seedlings exhibit
a wide variation in their acidity varying from .10 per cent malic
acid which is less than Tolman Sweet, to 1.3 per cent, which is
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about twice the amount of apid foujid in Yellow Newtown. By taste,
an apple having an acidity between .1 to .3 per cent would be
classed as sweet,
.3 to .6 per cent sub-acid and .6 per cent
and above as sour. The range of acidity in the parents was as
follows: Ben Davis .44 per cent, Jonathan
.48 per cent. Esopus
.55 per cent. Wagener .34 per cent, Home .32 per cent and Yellow
Newtown .60 per cent.
In the Ben Davis X Jonathan crosses the mean average
acidity is .425. Figure 1 shows a tendency toward two peaks
to the curve, indicating that a large group tends to be rather
sweet and another group rather sour. The means of the other
crosses are shown in the table. The accompanying graphs, Figures
Ir-S-^ show the influence of the parents upon the flavor of the
seedlings,
From these experiments in which sub-acid varieties
were used it has been shown that sweet apples appeared in many
of the crosses. These investigations are confirmed by the find-
ings of Hedrick and Wellington (18), Wellington (39), Lantz (21),
Auchter (l) and Macoun (23).
It might be concluded from a study of sweetness and
acidity of these varieties that acidity tends to be dominant over
sweetness as indicated by the total progeny in which 2642 sour
apples appeared to 899 sweet ^ples. giving a 3:1 ratiau Hedrick
and Wellington (iS) conclude that acidity is undoubtedly inherited
as a mendelian character. Auchter (l) also concludes tliat the
factor or factors which csory acid or sub-acid flavor, are
dominant over those carrying mild sub-acid or nearly sweet flavor.
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TABLE 61
Flavor of Seedlings.
Parent s 1 Sweet
1
Mild Sub-
Acid
1 Sub-Acid Sour
Ben Davis X Jonathan
'
Jonathan X Ben Davis
'
302 34
106
104
302
168
324
Reciprocal Crosses Combined
j
578 140 406 4R2
Ben Davis X Esopus i
Esopus X Ben Davis
'
6 5
lo
7
33
15
38
Keciprocal Crosses Combined
[
18 18 40 54
Ben Davis X Wagener '
Wagener X Ben Davis
'
37
ou
110
82
62
81
-\-
15
35
Reciprocal Crosses Combined
|
87 192 143 50
Ben Davis X Rome i
Rome X Ben Davis
'
8
1 T
3
no92
11
51
11
9
Reciprocal Crosses Combined
j
19 95 62 20
Jonathan X Wagener
'
Wegener X Jonathan 1
42
49
56 103
105
35
29
Reciprocal Crosses Combined
'
91 113 208 64
Jonathan X Esopus 1
Esopus X Jonathan i
7
I
1
nu
20
U
20
2
Reciprocal Crosses Combined
j
8 1 20 22
Jonathan X Yellow Newtown
J
Yellow Newtown X Jonathan '
5
A
KJ
2
1
12
1
17
1
Reciprocal Crosses Combined
j
5 3 1 13 18
Rome X Wagener
j
"eigciier A iiome
j
59
17
126
64
113
27
7
2
Reciprocal Crosses Combined
j
76 190 140 9
Rome X Yellow Newtown
j
Yellow Newtown X Rome
|
17 16
1
45
4
63
Reciprocal Crosses Combined
I 17 17 49 63
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It is the general "belief that sweetness is carried as a simple
recessive and this is borne out by these experiments. There is
a wide range in acidity in all the crosses; in any cross apples
may occur that are very sweet, or very sour, regardless of what
the parents may be. Lantz (21) states that a complex condition
with respect to the number of determiners which fix the amount
of acid or the lack of it exists in the parent varieties.
There seems to be a tendency for the mean to run relative-
ly high if one parent is a very strong sub-acid apple, as Jonathan
or Esopus; on the other hand, where such mild apples as Rome,
Wegener and Ben Davis are used the means tend to run low, tho-ugh
these crosses may have some fairly acid apples. This would seem
to indicate that the relative acidity of an apple used as a parent
in a cross is not transmitted to each of the progeny. Yet there
is a tendency for a high proportion of these progeny to approximate
the acidity of the parents, i. e., a parent high in acidity pro-
duces like progeny and conversely, parents low in acidity produce
progeny relatively low in acidity.
SIZE OF EEUIT
A classification of the seedlings according to size
has furnished a basis for studying the inheritance of this factor.
The standard adopted for size was as follows:
1 - very small (less than 2 inches),
2 - small (2 - 2^ inches).
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3 - medi-um (2-| - 3 inches).
4 - large (3 - 3| inches).
5 - very large (over 3| inches).
There is a popular helief that most seedling apples
are small, hut Hedrick and Wellington (18) found that their
hybrids produced fruits averaging a good size. The results of
this experiment have been somewhat Elimilar, the seedlings on
an average producing fi-xdt of a fair size as compared with the
parents grovm under similar conditions. The size attained by
the parents is as follows:
Ben Davis - mediw to large
Jonathan - medium to rather small
Esopus - medi-um
Wegener - medi-um to large
Rome - medi-um to large
Yellow Newtown - medium
Table 63 gives the size of the seedlings according
to the above classification. This is also shown by graphs in
figures 5-6-7. Table 64 also shows the distribution of these
seedlings according to weight. A discussion of these data
follows.
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BEN DAVIS X JOMTHA.N
The fruit of Ben Davis is medim to large and Jonathan
medium to small. The size of the seedlings ranged from very-
small to very large, the mean however approximating a little
below that of the parents. The table shows 56 per cent classed
as small to very small and 44 per cent medim and above. Deter-
miners for small sized fruit are undoubtedly carried by Jonathan.
This is in accordance with the findings of Lantz (21) for he
states, "Jonathan appears to carry as partially dominant factors
for medium and below medium size of fruit , but it evidently
carries factors also for large and for small size". Wellington
(39) in commenting on Jonathan X Jersey Black seedlings concludes
that determiners for small sized fruit were evidently carried by
both parents.
BEN DAVIS X ESOPUS
These parents produce fruit varying from medium to
above medium in size. As can be seen from the table the size
of the seedlings ranged from fruits smaller than the Esopus to
larger than the Ben Davis. With this cross 26 per cent of the
progeny were below mediimi in size and 74 per cent medium to
above. No doubt both parents carry factors for large as well
as for small sized fruits. Esopus must carry determiners for
small size as Wellington (39) Ifias found that by combining Esopus
with Jersey Black, fruits below medium in size are secxired.
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BEH DAVIS X WA&Em
Ben Davis X Wa^ener produced a large n-umlDer of
seedlings below medium in size indicating that Wagener also is
a carrier for small size. Tliey were classed according to size
as follows; 37 very small, 177 small, 247 mediian, 47 large,
and 9 very large. Wagener also carries factors for large
size.
BEN DAVIS X ROME
Both parents produce medium to large sized fruits.
The average mean size of the seedlings approximates quite
closely fhe mean for the pgirents. Since very small apples
appeared in this comhination it would indicate that Rome carried
factors for small sized fruits. This is borne out by experi-
ments conducted by Wellington (39). His classification of
progeny from Rome X Esopus was as follows: 1 above m.edi-ura, 2
medium, 3 below, 3 small. He concludes by stating that both
parents carry factors for small size.
JOKATHAU X WAGENER
The hereditary influence of these parents on the
size of the progeny was as follows; 32 very small, 113 small,
258 medium, 90 large, 25 very large. Approximately 72 per cent
of the seedlings averaged as large or larger than the parents.
JONATHAl^ X ESOPUS
The tendency of the seedlings in this cross is to run
from mediwi to small in size, altho-ugh 24 per cent were large to
very large. Esopus must carry a factor or factors for large size.
According to Wellington (39), 6 Jonathan X Esopus seedlings ran
mostly small, 1 was large like Esopus, 1 below medium, 3 small
and 1 very small.
JONATHAN X YELLOW NEWTOWN
Yellow Newtown as grown on the Experiment Station
grounds produces a- medium sized apple, Jonathan, a medium to
small apple. This combination produced fewer small apples
than many of the other crosses, as only 12 per cent came in
this class. As a large percentage of large apples appeared it
would indicate that Yellow Newtown carried determiners for large
size.
ROME X WAGEICER
Approximately 70 per cent of the seedlings bore fruits
meditmi to above in size. Both these parents as shown in other
crosses carry factors for large size.
ROIffi X YELLOW NEWTOWN
The prevalence of small sized fruits is noticable in
this cross. The population is distributed as follows: 13 per
cent very small, 34 per cent small, 44 per cent medium, 9 per
cent large. Both parents must carry factors for small size.
These results ate in accord with the findings of Lantz (2l)
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TABLE 63
Size of Seedlings Fniiting in 1927.
Rediprocal Crosses Combined.
Parent Very Small Small Medi-um
j Large 1 Very Large
Ben Davis X
Jonathan 335 553 586
i
98
1 7
Ben Davis X
Esopus 3 32 71
i
25
1 1
Ben Davis X
Wagener 37 177 247
i
47
1 9
Ben Davis X
Home 7 50 98
1
28 1 1
Jonathan X
Wagener 32 113 258
i 90 1 25
Jonathan X
Esopus 3
1
14 15
1
7 1 3
Jonathan X
Yellow Newtown 1 7 17
1 15 1 5
Home X
Wagener 18 117 229
1 80 ! 4
Rome X
Yellow Newtown 22 55 71 1 16 1
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Hedrick and Wellington (18), Auchter (l), and Macoun (23).
From an analysis of these data it is evident:
1 - That all parents used in this experiment carry one or more
factors for large and small sized fruits.
2 - A comhination of parents regardless of the size of the fruit
they produce will give progeny producing fruit approximately
the size of the parents.
GEKETIC CONSTITUTION OF VARIETIES
It is not the purpose of this investigation to discover
genetic principles hut to point out from the material at hand the
genetic constitution of the parents involved as s-Qggested by the
data. A mendelian analysis of the material may he hazardous,
since hybrids resulting from heterozygous parents are being
dealt with, however, evidence of dominance is shown in the F^
hybrids, which is unquestionably a mendelian principle. The
behavior of some of the Fj_ generation seedlings has been more or
less confusing since they have come from parents of unknown
ancestry and nothing is Icnown of the stability of the varioTis
characters. An analysis of the data shows the following facts
regarding the inlieritance of various characters:
BEU DAVIS
In transmitting tree shape, Ben Davis is more prepotent
than Esopus; carries factors for medium to early bearing; tends
to be dominant over Jonathan, Wagener, Esopus, and Rome in form
of fruit and carries factors for oblong and oblate fruits; is
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more prepotent than Jonathan, Esopus, Jonathan and Eome in the
fransmission of color of skin; does not carry yellow, but carries
factors for solid red and striping; carries determiners for small
and large fruits; carries factors for inferior and desirable
flesh texture; is more prepotent than Jonathan and Wagener in
transmitting thick skin; tends to be dominant over Jonathan in
color of flesh and carries factors for wide range of color;
carries sweetness as a recessive; and carries determiners for
good as well as poor quality.
JOMTHAH
This variety is more prepotent than Ben Davis in trans-
mitting tree shape and carries factors for upright habit of
growth; carries factors for early and late bearing; is more pre-
potent in transmitting form of fruiit than Esopus and Yellow
Newtown; carries factors for roundish, conic, oblate and oblong
fruits; is homozygous for red skin color; carries factors for
solid red and striping; does not carry factors for yellow; is
more prepotent in transmitting color of skin than Wagener, Yellow
Newtown and Esopus; carries factors for small and large size;
is more prepotent than Ben Davis in transmitting flesh texture;
carries factors for coarse texture; carries determiners for
thick as well as thin skin; is more prepotent than Wagener in
transmitting color of flesh; carries factors for green flesh
color; carries factors for both sweet and acid flavor; and
carries determiners for good and poor quality.
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ESOPUS
Esopus carries factors for late bearing as well as
factors for spreading, -opright and crab-like shapes; carries
determiners for large size; is more prepotent than Ben Davis and
Jonathan in transmitting flesh text^jxe; carries factors for
yellow skin color; carries determiners for thin skin; carries
factors for green flesh color; carries sweetness as a recessive
character; and determiners for good and poor quality.
WA&SiCER
Wagener is distinctly dominant over Ben Davis in tree
shape; carries factors for earliness; is more prepotent than
Jonathan and Rome in transmitting form of fruit; carried factors
for red and yellow skin color; is more prepotent than Rome in
transmitting skin color; carries factors for small size of fruit
as-, well as large size; is more prepotent than' Ben Davis in trans-
mitting flesh texture; carries determiners for inferior and
excellent flesh texture; carries determiners for thick and thin
skin; carries factors for wide range of flesh color; carries
sweetness as a recessive; and determiners for good and poor quality.
ROilE
Rome is more prepotent than Yellow ITewtown in transmitting
form of fruit; carries factors for yellow and striping but not
for solid red color; carries determiners for large and small
size; is more prepotent than Yellow Newtown in transmitting flesh
texture; carries determiners for inferior flesh feexture; is more
prepotent than Ben Davis and V/agener in transmitting color of
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flesh; carries sweetnesd as a recessive; and carries factors
for poor q-uality.
YELLOW NEWTOWN
In transmitting color of skin Yellow Newtown is more
prepotent than Home; carries factors for red color, oblique
axis, russetting; carries factors for large and small sized
fruits; carries determiners for inferior flesh texture; carries
determiners for sub-acid and acid fruits but not for sweet
fruits; and carries factors for poor qxiality.
PROM SING SEEDLINGS
One of the objects of this experiment has been to
originate new varieties of apples, stiperior to existing types,
by combining the desirable characteristics of two parental
varieties. It is believed that this has been accomplished,
altho-ugh the writer recognizes the fact that the final test in
the performance of these new varieties is based tipon actual
field tests under widely varying conditions. Thus far this has
not been done altho-ugh several promising seedlings are being
sent to a nmber of Experiment Stations and commercial growers
in various sections of the United States for further testing.
From these experiments it can be seen that often large
numbers of progeny are necessary in order to obtain the combina-
tion or combinations required. This principle was recognized
years ago as Thomas (37) states that "it must be remembered that
there is a tendency in such highly improved sorts to deteriorate
and tliat out of thousands of seedlings, perhaps only one or two
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may be fully eqxial to the ^wiginal".
The practical results wMch have, been obtained thus
far are as follows:
Ben Davis X Jonathan and reciprocal have produced seven
varieties which are very promising and all have been marked for
further testing.
Ben Davis X Esopus and reciprocal have produced one seedling
which seems fairly promising.
Ben Davis X Wagener and reciprocal have produced nine seed-
lings which may have some economic value. This is true of one
seedling in particular which resembles the Wagener in shape, has
a more attractive color, is of good size, and comes in season
earlier than the Wagener, and remains in season beyond the Ben
Davis.
Ben Davis X Rome and reciprocal thus far have produced no
desirable varieties. It is evident from this cross that it is
impossible to obtain superior seedlings by combining two mediocre
varieties.
Jonathan X Wagener and reciprocal have produced six seedlings
which are listed as jp:"omising.
Jonathan X Esopus and reciprocal have produced one seedling
which shows some promise.
Jonathan X Yellow Newtown and reciprocal have produced no
promising seedlings as yet.
Home X Wagener and reciprocal have produced one seedling
which has been marked for further testing.
- (O -
Rome X Yellow Newtown and reciprocal have produced no
desirable seedlings.
From the performance of these varieties, one can see
the necessity of "becoming as thoroughly acauainted as possible
with parental material, before engaging in a breeding experiment
such as apples. Promiscuous crossing should be discouraged.
However, from these experiments one may conclude that Jonathan,
Wagener, Ben Davis and Yellow JTewtom can be used to advantage
in securing better varieties by cross breeding. These varieties
no doubt transmit their characters to a greater degEee than the
Rome and Esopus.
SUMl'iABY
Apple breeding has been in progress at the University
of Idaho since 1909. During the intervening years over 12,000
seedling trees of known parentage have been secured.
This report discusses the proceedure followed in
pollination work, and the tree and fruit characteristics of the
progeny.
Approximately 4,000 seedlings which fruited in 1927
have furnished the material for this report.
In studying the seedlings as a whole, characters from
the parents appear in an endless variety of combinations.
The inheritance of shape of trees in ci'osses involving
Wagener as one of the parents is very pronounced. The data
indicate that the upright shape as typified by the Wagener tree
is dominant over the shape found in Ben Davis. In general it
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would appear that upright habit of growth regardless of variety
is dominant over the spreading types.
The age at which the varieties come into bearing is a
character which is inherited.
The fruit characters are discussed under the following
headings: form, skin texture, color of fruit, flesh texture, color
of flesh, size, and flavor.
A study of the form of the fruit clearly indicates (l)
the characters that go to malce ^xp shape are really composite;
that is two or more factors sxe involved in their development,
and (2) unit factors are in an heterozygous condition. The
apparent dominance of the loiiger axis over the shorter axis is
shown in most of the crosses. A close correlation between length
of fruit and greatest diameter of fruit was found.
The thickness of the skin of the fruit of the seedlings
varied from thin to thick. There was indicated a fairly close
correlation between to-ughness, and thickness. The data presented
show that thick skin tends to be dominant over thin skin.
In regard to skin color of fmit, a character' is encountered
which is really a composite of several factors. The yellow or
greenish yellow color present in the parents reappears in most of
the crosses. Two classes of factors determine the red color; (l)
pattern color and (2) color factors. In general the factors trans-
mitting red color tend to be dominant over those transmitting yellow
color.
A large percentage of the seedlings have a medium to
very tough flesh. Tliere is a fairly high correlation between
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"coarse" and "tough" flesh in the progeny.
The wide range of flesh colors appearing in the seed-
lings would indicate that the factors responsible for this are
in an heterozygous state. Yellow flesh tends to he dominant over
the lighter colors.
In respect to flavor each cross siiows a wide range of
apples from sweet through sub-acid to sour. Acidity is dominant
over sweetness as indicated by the total progeny in which 2642
sour apples appeared to 899 sweet apples giving a 3:1 ratio.
There is a range in size of these seedlings, from small
crab-like fruits to very large apples. A high percentage of the
fruit is medium in size.
The inheritance of the tree and fruit characters are
shown for the different parents.
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